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_________________________________________________________

Poetry

Out of the quarrel with others we make rhetoric; out of the quarrel with ourselves we make
poetry.
—W. B. Yeats
“Therefore” is a word the poet must not know.
— André Gide
A poem begins with a lump in the throat.
—Robert Frost
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Haiku
Ben Moeller-Gaa
morning sun
filling the room
with meow

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

mid flight: haiku sequence
mid flight
taking in the view
across the aisle
~*~

mid flight
the roar of the engine
from a matchbox car
~*~

mid flight
opening a can
my ears pop
~*~

mid flight
watching a kid watching
a movie
~*~

mid flight
the setting sun
reshaping clouds
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~*~

mid flight
reading a book
across the aisle
~*~

our plane
slow
over the clouds
slow
over the plain
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“Morning Light” and Other Haiga
Donald W. Horstman
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Two Poems
Bob McHeffey
Listening to the Sky
There is a forever voice
A note that dips and swells
Changes pitch and tone
But never pauses to take a breath
It is the voice of gray and green
It is the voice birds sing to
It is the voice that pushes the wind
It is not the voice of God
From church
But it might be the voice of God
As God hears it
I know the voice is there
I’ve heard it a few times—
While sleeping next to a lake in Montana
While lying in a grassy field
As the sun evaporates the dew
While sitting on a swing in a suburban park
At dusk
Usually, though,
I can’t hear the voice
Over the hum of air conditioning
And the drone of traffic
Over requests for this
And orders for that
Or even over the chatter of my own voice
Filling the universe
With words that dissipate and disappear
There is a forever voice
That dips and swells
But never stops
To take a breath
Listen.
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Lacking an Organist
He had never been good
At call-and-response,
Fumbling along at church, mumbling words
He hoped matched the devout person next to him.
In Spanish class as a kid
He mouthed the conjugations of verbs
While the teacher intoned them to others
Who knew what to say.
Only at baseball games
Did he read the clues correctly
Responding back in perfect time
To the organist's call, confident and true.
So when she said to him after dinner
“I love you”
He hesitated.
He knew this called for a response.
But he was again standing behind wooden pews
Hoping someone with faith
Would say the words for him.
He did not know how to conjugate that verb.
If she had only said it as a chant,
“Na na na na”
(Na na na na)
“Na na na na”
(Na na na na)
“Hey Hey Hey”
(Hey Hey Hey)
“I love you”
(I love you)
He would have repeated the words to her,
Even screamed them if needed,
And he would have meant them, too,
Because he knew he did love her.
But he hesitated.
So she just heard her call
And not his response
Her invitation fading out over empty plates.
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“Hard of Hearing” and Other Poems
C.D. Albin
Hard of Hearing
As children, jokes came easy
about the near deaf, aunts and
uncles from my father’s side
who shouted Louder! Speak up!
during every discussion.
At family gatherings
we concocted contests meant
to prove which cousin could cause
the most frustration. Pitching
our voices low, we mumbled
into hands casually held
near our lips, then ran to hide
beneath lacey willow limbs
near the back porch, recounting
our cruelties with manic zest.
For me, already pronounced
deaf in one ear, our jokes seemed
harmless, the humming world as
loud as ever. I’d never
known a need to strain after
words that vanished like fleet birds
secreting in leafy woods,
my one good ear preserving
sound and conscience unassailed.
But years later, visiting
my dying Aunt Grace in her
hospital room the day I
left for college, I struggled
to make myself heard, to say
I would be thinking of her
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along the road, and after—
words that failed to reach her ear.
She lay marooned in silence,
although her own voice—soft, sharp—
lingered like a chirping bird’s.
Let me hear from you, she said,
her smile stretching delicate
cheekbones while I left, fleeing
the hard echoes of my steps.

The Late Love Song of Cicero Jack
How could I forget Ross Pentecost
is a widower now, wife gone since
summer? Today I failed to place him
as he shuffled down the coffee aisle,
stooped farmer come to town in Sunday
boots and straw Stetson, mirror image
I avoid. When he spoke—thin-voiced, face
a wrecked ship—my tongue grew stone-heavy.
I couldn’t think past her absence, how
without her he looked cleaved in two, a
torso shorn of arms, legs. I nodded
before slinking away like a thief,
shame no comfortable coat to wear.
Shedding its weight has led me to this
shadowed place, Ann’s plot of ground we chose
together. For half my life I passed
each night reclined at her side, her flesh
woman-warm beneath my hands. She gave
me sons, daughters, a bright span of days
full enough I never thought to voice
the word empty, nor plumb its meaning.
Pentecost’s eyes told me he has searched
that void, strained to spot a floor beneath
its dark depths—a vigil I have been
too uncertain to keep. Ann deserved
a better man, one rightly practiced
in tallying the countless penny
kindnesses on which spirit is spent.
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Restoration
Property of ancestors
I never knew, passed to me
as eldest grandchild, it sat
on a closet shelf until
an uncle who knew fiddles
promised to heal wounded wood,
coax music from deadened strings.
I envisioned him bowing
clouds of dust into the air,
strands of horsehair screeching like
devils of hell, but when he
uncased the fiddle and pinched
its neck between fingers that
resembled my grandfather’s,
I felt old rhythms frolic
in my blood, heard jig-bow’s hard
stomp and manic pace, knew then
Ozark soil would hold me too.
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“River, Slough, Brook and Creek” and Other Poems
Mary Kennan Herbert
River, Slough, Brook and Creek
My brother patiently cast his line into the mighty Mississippi,
hoping to entice a huge gar, his private Great White,
or his own Melville tale at age ten on a fierce afternoon in Missouri
graced with sunlight and poison ivy. Water moccasins
swim in s-coils across our path, marking our watery map–
we take all for granted, our symbols of good life and evil life.
Plop. Splash. My sibling ignores mosquitoes, ticks. He remains
focused on the task at hand, in his hands, to get the plug out there
into the current heading resolutely to New Orleans.
Bodies of water entice us, baptize us. It’s not oceanic,
to be sure, a paltry psalter perhaps, yet our whale-road
promises a sluice gate, a channel to age-appropriate paradise.
The slough is patient too, an offshoot of the great river,
an afterthought, gift from floods already merging in memory
with the gush of waters announcing our squirming births
and deaths. The “young” fisherman died of liver cancer
last year, many years after this fishing tale began.
He would agree, though, I know! Spring will return,
and there will be plenty of time to get the fishing lures
one will need to brave the river again, face the snakes,
and smile at the return of a hot Midwestern sun.
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Do You Think You Can Handle Fifth-Grade Work?
Of course I can, I reassure the teacher walking
up the stairs ahead of me. She is the guardian of
decisions. Click, click. Tick, tick. Let it begin!
I want to convey competence, talent, energy—
“What about long division?” Have I yet
mastered that, plus the meaning of life, a reason
I am here this new year, this moment? Puffing
hard, skinny legs working hard, harder, I must prove
I can keep up with those heels on those long-ago stairs.

Didactic January
“For who hath despised the day of small things?”
—Zechariah 4:10
I have. My cloak, bedraggled with trivia, documents
the cumulative hours of a winter day. I climb
hills and descend into holes. I express contempt for the ordinary.
I fail to take enough time to admire the sycamore tree
on the crest of the tallest hill on this campus.
Trees rule. Then, talking to myself: look again!
I should steal time
to look at them again.
I must start over and look for a moral, maybe something
educational for this new year,
redemption, revelation.
A bud ready to open in ninety days.
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Three Haibun
John Zheng
Second Looking
We walked into the Yatsu Rose Garden in Narashino before it was closed. To our surprise, most of the
roses had lost their bloom and looked like crepe papers. After looking around at the faded roses of pink,
white, blue, green, yellow and purple, we paused by a red one with a name tag of Dream, which seemed
persistent in holding its color to offer us a moment of dreamination. On our way back to the hotel, the red
twilight was blooming like roses all over the western sky.
falling leaf
its shadow waits
for the touch

Disco in China
As the sun sinks behind the Snake Hill by the Yangtze River, Seng goes for a walk on the levee. A young
woman jogs by, tossing him a polite smile. Seng turns to gaze at her receding figure, feeling she looks
much like his ex. The next evening Seng runs into her again on the levee. He turns around to jog side by
side, but she casts him a cold eye, which is like spit in his face, and then starts to jog faster. Seng shrugs
at his own oddity, lip-twitching with a self-deriding grin. He paces slowly, in the shade of nightfall.
lonely walk
step by step into
sparkling stars

The Help
Niulang, a retired psychology professor in Beijing, calls his wife Zhinu who came last year to St. Louis to
look after their daughter’s first baby, complaining that the house without a housewife is a cave, and if she
tends to babysit in the USA, her retirement will then turn into a new fulltime job. Zhinu chimes in her
usual soft voice that she feels happy to offer her hand. If he misses her, he should fly over to help her.
They keep chatting—about their life divided by the grandbaby, their declining health, and their planned
travel after retirement. When the baby starts to mewl in the cradle, Zhinu says Take care and hangs up.
separated…
still under
the same moon
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“Black Heels, Black Cat” and Other Poems
Marcel Toussaint
Black Heels, Black Cat
She walks all in black, a widow
mourning a husband she loved
she cannot forget his presence,
for she feels him always close by.
On Sundays she wears a black veil
hiding her white Camay face
much like my aunts did years past.
Her walk is brisk, determined
she has a place to reach, no one knows
where to, at the same time each morning.
It is a ritual everyone in the neighborhood
noticed as she has her black cat
trailing at her side, her only companion
in a very large house, the shutters closed.

Steeple to Heaven
From above the cover of clouds
the Sun sends his rays to lighten up
the darkness over the land,
heavy clouds moving so slow.
Man is still at war without a right
confused with what he wants to be,
destroying lives and buildings
unacceptable in a civilized world.
Blood runs along the streets,
screams of pain echo the sorrow
reach the world stunned by such carnage
slow to show its indignation and despair.
A steeple stretches high wanting
to reach through the opening of dark clouds
to present the human plight, the hope
to stop the injustice of oppression.
The steeple points to Heaven
asking for a reprieve, time to bury the dead,
time for man to respect human lives,
stop subjugating neighbors without a right.
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The Age of Reason
Time runs by endlessly
like a train engine on its own tracks
following the same way, puffing clouds
of white smoke vanishing in the sky
leaving no trace of its path.
We travel along—
happy, angry, crying, laughing,
until we reach the age of reason.
At sixty-four you still have another year
to study until graduation.
Next year will bring new purpose,
a new closeness with your grandchildren
for their ways will be familiar—joyful,
carefree—as you were at their age.
To spoil them will be the thing.
You will graduate as a senior
and be awarded a birthday card
with sixty-five candles.
You will then continue on your journey,
content, and with cheers.

Memories from the Fields
The fields were always green
well irrigated from deep wells
motors pumping the cool water,
crystal clear, furiously splashing
at the outside fountain, then to the fields.
I walked following the narrow canals
that reached the fields early mornings
giving strength to the vegetables,
staying moist under an African sun,
surviving the heat, quenching their thirst.
The wind blowing over the tall corn
made green waves running to the ocean
where elevated dunes barricaded
the salty water from all that was growing.
The farm workers knew the terrain well.
The Mediterranean skies with clouds
were rare, they only showed up for rain.
They were not needed for irrigation
the basic system most efficient,
expert workers controlling the flow.
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Sunset of Fire
Through an opening of branches
from two tall trees on the bank
the look down to the river
shows the low Sun in flames.
Those are the very last moments
of a day set to close into the night.
Red shines over the water
arcs onto the sky robbing it of blue.
Fiery is the scene, a visual splendor
that never lasts for long to make us
demand more of the same,
the next sunsets of Summer.

Mildest Summer
August has never been this way
at least as far as I can remember,
a couple of days of heat hard to bear,
then the mildest summer month ever.
Climate change for this month;
will there be more days like this,
or on the remaining days revert
to heat, torrid, short of air, panic?
We learnt in school that Missouri
has continental weather—
cold in winter and hot in summer.
Never thought this was possible.
We may need a rewrite, a new definition.
The thought to move to a milder climate
is not even a dream. I do like living here
for so many reasons, moving is out of mind.
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“My Perspective” and Other Poems
Velvet Fackeldey

My Perspective
As a child I viewed the world
from tree limbs.
Looking down on dogs and playmates
from my private aerie,
life moved on without me.
Now my world is walls and roof,
a job and meetings.
I follow the rules and life rules me.
Branches and twigs are
a nuisance
to clear before we mow.

Geometry from the Air
Flying cross country
watching the ground slide by.
Green circles
brown arcs
rusty pie slices
grey semi-circles.
I think about farmers
who labor in fields far below.
They may be the second or third generation
on that land
and now have sons
who work beside them.
They toil day after day
and worry about weather
and hope for profit.
They have no time
to admire geometry.
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Out of Touch
I lost his rosary
after I lost him.
I meant to keep it,
hold it in my hands
and feel his fingers
counting through the beads,
see his eyes closed in concentration,
hear his chanting whisper.
I’d crush the rosary to my face,
wash it with my tears.
Alas, they’re both gone.

Rat Catchers
In Mumbai, India, once called Bombay,
live the richest and the poorest of men.
The poor, the lucky ones, work for the city.
They spend their nights in trash heaps
killing rats.
The rat catchers must meet a quota
or lose their pay.
Mumbai is drowning in rats,
the dead ones tested for bubonic plague.
The Plague!
In Los Angeles, California,
a thousand rats
await adoption,
rescued from a hoarder’s trash heap of a house.
The Humane Society hopes
rat lovers will come forward.
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“New Orleans in the Moment” and Other Poems
Richard C. Keating

New Orleans in the Moment
Approaching the great delta by air
Numerous new developments appear
On the coast’s very edge.
New hotels downtown extend
to 30 stories and more
so close to the big river itself.
Flying home one reflects.
Why here? Deep glacial gravels
ooze seaward over ancient bedrock
assisted by numerous faults.
Whose job is these people’s salvation?

Organic Recycling
On gray winter days
Above the wide Illinois valley
Black mirrors of turbulence rarely at rest,
Vultures float on rising air at cliff’s edge.
Tirelessly searching, scanning the landscape
Making good news of death
Though hunting is scarcer
In Man’s landscape.
Ancient chemistry passed through
Uncounted generations guides them onward
in anticipation of renewed glacial margins
And return of fatter times.
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Stage One Curiosity?
At first she seemed
engaged with nature.
But soon it developed
that a bird’s name
was all that was required.
A name, any name
provided the power
To fill the chasm separating
her from the nameless.
In the end existential healing
Was all the forest meant.

Girlfriend
Each person is given
one history but many futures.
Where will a door appear
in this gated mental community?
Will it open and proceed steadily
toward a marriage, a partnership,
or become a disequilibrium,
a timeless stasis,
a slow climbing of a dune
with no foothold and no summit,
stopping on midslope
as playdate buddy,
then ending in silence?
What’s it all mean?

An Anatomist’s Scholarly Doldrums
Labor continues in spite of hope that
I should have been done by now.
Outside it’s lovely and cool.
Flowers bloom, redolent of funereal scent
as nasty little sparrows bicker and
carve up their territories.
But here I sit, below grade level
surrounded by gray concrete walls
relieved above me only by a nature calendar.
For this month an owl’s large eyes stare down at me
while a glass slide clinks gently onto the microscope stage.
Focused cones of light impinge on my retinas as
hour by hour, I, the faceless Darwinian,
sift through the efflux of evolution’s exuberance.
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Above the Illinois Valley
An unlikely day for a visit.
Only a place of extraordinary beauty
already loved can exert that pull.
The clincher: another opportunity
for her companionship that
would make any day
a good time to explore.
Snow cover, slight at first
grew deeper as we climbed.
Measuring the trail foot upon foot
she handled the wheel expertly
reminding me to note
distractions and features.
On we ascended past giant oaks
and an ancient maple whose bark of
curled wings belied its age.
Fox sparrows posed off trail
while we tried to decipher them.
Few eagles and hawks patrolled.
Perhaps furloughed?
Positioned on selected ridge tops
were great mounds where
remains of real natives
could mark our progress.
Occasionally to the west
bottomlands and backwaters of the
underfit Illinois river hove into view.
Strangely the atmosphere showed
more than usual depth.
Far shores and Calhoun’s spine
barely shown through mists
filling space between land and
lowering darkness of the clouds.
We considered those who missed
these scenes. Wasn’t it Thoreau who said
Nature is greater and more perfect than art?
The landscape’s purity that somehow
transcended past exploitation
is where imagination is given substance
and reality can be defined.
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Mona’s Smile
Janetta R. Lower
Red sky in mourning; Sail or die!
Hurricanes brew at half-mast eyes.
Raging winds, tempests run wild;
tucked by the tail in Mona’s smile.
Betrothed as a kit, in her youth;
knit to a sailor, most uncouth.
Bridal displeasure, black as pitch;
aroused brute magic in the witch.
Black widow’s hush-hush, in disguise;
wedding night kiss, a big surprise!
For parked on the tip, a spider slept;
upon her tongue; it waited and crept.
Hourglass armor, red as rose;
from her lips; pricked at his nose.
Bloated his head, blotted his tongue;
a young bride’s freedom, slyly won.
Counterfeit china, she hid her heart;
custom veiled, ’til death they did part.
Midnight in winter, alone in the night;
candles burned slowly, vigilant plight.
First note of Spring, bugled by lark;
pulled the girl, away from her part;
to the park, she warmed in the sun;
jubilant freedom, slyly won.
Free as a bird, her veil was torn;
In her heart, but outwardly worn.
Out spun a web of hidden guile;
tucked by the tail in Mona’s smile.
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“The Heron” and “Whip-poor-will”
Lori Becherer

The Heron
Ardea herodias
A calling fog
hovers over the wading bird
he moves with clear intent
despite the day’s haze
ever-alert to predators
no motion wasted in effort
a fish snared from
the still slate of water
swallowed with fluency
within a thicket of seasoned reeds
golden seedpods stretch
into the hushed morning
where the great blue
raises one thin leg
with a calculated step
and widened wingspan
disappears from me
leaving behind a stroke
of feathered grey
lost in a knowing horizon.

Whip-Poor-Will
Caprimulgus vociferous
In a darkened wash of falling night
a slice of moon glints through foggy clouds
as a whip-poor-will sings from a sleepy forest
whip’ poor weel’
whip’ poor weel’
whip’ poor weel’
cycling breathing rhythm
whip’ poor weel’
whip’ poor weel’
concert rising
a lonely sky filled
painted in song
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“Heels” and Other Poems
Linda Tappmeyer
Heels
The stylish heels click, click, click
into the classroom.
Stop. Teeter at the podium,
towering height
commanding attention
launching substance.
She smiles,
remembering
a day when she, too,
chose to click, click
teeter
tower.
Twenty years of experience
at the podium separate them,
hundreds of students,
thousands of essays—
shuffled.
Now she’s content with flats—
solid soles, comfort,
no aspirations of towering
(although teetering is still an option),
poised for the final
sprint to the finish.
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Inoculation
Pacifier babies get sick less often,
announced my daughter-in-law
as she retrieved the baby’s Nuk from the kitchen floor,
no longer concerned with her little one’s
exposure to germs.
I contemplate this medical update,
recognizing in it the same theory of defense
behind my latest flu shot.
Another granddaughter views
only sanitized tv,
unexposed to disruptive germs of society.
I fear what will happen
to her tender spirit
without inoculation to the darker sides of life.

Heron Tranquility
I was unprepared to meet your eye
as the first swirl of current
pulled my kayak downstream.
Despite the noisy crowd drifting by,
you stood still,
close to the bank,
tall grasses hiding long legs.
I expected you to take flight,
to flee the chaos of intruders,
but you stood frozen,
a statue of grace.
Your image haunts me still,
making me question,
were you real or a playful hoax
posed for fun
like the bronzed goose in my backyard?
I ponder the memory
with coffee cup pressed to lips,
hoping to channel
your unblinking calm
into the day’s coming current.
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“Red Birdfeeder” and Other Poems
Faye Adams

Red Birdfeeder
On my usual perch
at my computer
I sit alone today
gazing out the window
on a winter world
of numbing brown and gray.
Touches of green
provide slim respite
from the cloddish chill of day.
Arched wild onion tops
cede to the west wind
in fluttery eastward sway.
Feathered friends flock
to a red metal seed tray
warm in their covering
of myriad bright array
to lend glossy pigment
in a full winged ballet.

The Sound of Sprightly Nature
(A Salute to Henry Wadsworth Longfellow)
You who love the sound of water
come enjoy Joachim’s features
as she struts her coltish creatures.
You must bring your little daughter
be she modest, or be she seeker;
you who love the sound of water
come enjoy Joachim’s features.
watch the sunshine dance on water
hear the wind become her teacher
as sharp ripples join her speaker.
You who love the sound of water
come enjoy Joachim’s features
as she struts her coltish creatures.
Author’s Note: Joachim Creek runs through De Soto, Missouri.
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I Want to Write a New Poem Today
This morning, inside my breast
I feel that time is ebbing away
whizzing past like a runaway train
the sixteen waking hours of each day
a loss to leave me reeling in pain
The page before me is crisp white
unmarred by pen or ink mark
fading away in the death of night
Like thunder, this pulsing heart
surging with thoughts bound
in unexpressed feelings held
inside closed, uncharted ground
If only I could somehow meld
words in expressive illumination
with sharp, image-stamping verbiage
I’d write a rhyming narration.

Spilled Milk
Our only source of water,
the spring lay to the west,
downhill from the house.
Its flow gurgled up
to form a creek which snaked
through a field toward the barn.
Cold spring water firmed butter,
and chilled the milk,
kept dry in tin buckets,
dropped underwater daily.
Our old sow would root, nose
under the fence, and head
on a straight path to the spring.
Mother hated that sow.
It took hours for the milky,
muddy water to run clear.
No milk for supper.
We wished for the milk
to curdle in her stomach.
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School Days
(and long brown stockings)

I detest these stockings,
they’re coarse, brown and ugly.
I hate the garters more;
elastic circles that cut off
circulation and fail to halt
the laddering down my skinny legs.
If only…I picture myself
in warm jeans and no teasing
from Tommy Rogers.
I put the garters to better use,
roll the repulsive stockings
down around my ankles.
Tommy taunts,
“Who gave you
jointed toothpicks for legs?”
I lost it.
Now, Tommy has a black eye
and my nose is in the corner.

Snow Replay
The snow has smothered life tonight
Our world now gleams in flawless white
Below the earth, the bulbs’ low whine
impatient with delay of time.
Their voice is faint and fainter still
the cry of birds in fluffed-up chill
so hunger thinned in winter snap
with hidden food beneath its wrap.
Yet seed thrown out on top of snow
and cooked with peanut butter, slow
then shaped in cakes with honey glue
has brought to us a checkered queue
As daylight hails, we watch to see
this comic scene of feathered spree.
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Rescue Operation
Mother used her third arm
for most everything,
her all-around solution
for problem solving.
Once, she used it to save
the life of a common toad.
The snake was guilty
of nothing more than a move
to assuage his hunger. He soon
fell victim to Mother’s expertise
in wielding a hoe. As he slithered
along the cotton row, she chopped
him in two pieces just beyond
the bulge in his frame.
She then used her hoe
to push the frog out
toward light and freedom.
Mr. Toad sat for a time,
blinking in the sun,
then hopped back into his world.

Kaylin Bade, “Finding Luck”
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James Fowler
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Elizabeth Bishop, and Flannery O’Connor, among others. His poetry has appeared in such
journals as The Bicycle Review, Poetry Quarterly, Futures Trading, The Milo Review, The Hot
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Fundamentals.
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______________________________________________________________________________
Track
Whether progress be made around an O
Distended at the sides and drawn in lanes
Is matter for a calculating eye,
The kind that counts the rings from splash to shore
Or figures wayside wild of wood and field
As acreage at cost of N to clear.
A cyclone fence defines this asphalt round
Where exercisers seek their ideal speed
From out the piston rhythms of the town.
The heavy ones maintain a steadfast walk
While lighter bodies fan them on the run,
Ranged satellites about a grassy plot.
The object here is not so much to gauge
As realize that heart-refreshing pace
From which the world appears a centered place.
And when the body slips into its groove
Of motion purified of conscious stress
The day assumes an elemental mood:
Whatever secrets sky and grass may keep,
They show a simple side to human eyes
Adjusted for the joys of blue and green.
And while prevailing currents from the east
Careen at heights too thin for groundlings’ ease,
The cirrus clouds have circled in a wreath.
The sun itself declines upon its track,
Or so it seems to those whose daylight hours
Are time enough while prone to steady lapse.
This surface life runs long and swift and deep,
A round of mystery as natural
As trees and people breathing each for each.
At length above the trees appears the moon
To send Olympic humans to their rest,
Pale angel holloing a starbright dome.
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______________________________________________________________________________
Enter Ghost
Because I could not stop myself
Young Hamlet end-stopped me—
The chamber held but just ourselves—
Well, Gertrude made it three.
At first I’d thought him dissolute—
A prince both light and naughty—
Intent to slip Ophelia
The old hey nonny nonny.
But then I took a counter-view—
He’d cracked from love denied—
Despite rough talk of nunneries
And woman’s ways despised.
So after that dramatic dish
He set before the king—
I staged a final tête-à-tête
And gravely listened in.
I pricked my ears—he pricked my guts—
With cry of rat and ducat—
Those keen to serve the royal will
May kick the royal bucket.
That stab of his—so rash, so blind—
Spoke mother wit to me—
Hypothesis at my expense
On immortality.

Kassandra
It’s hard to see when others veil their sight
And mock the truth that claims their very skins;
Naming the Horse is less than half the fight:
Knowledge without power counts pyrrhic wins.
Brute force wrenched you from gray Athene’s feet
And landed you beneath a wife’s mad hand.
You grasped the house of Atreus complete,
Yourself a tragic cog of circumstance.
And so it goes and goes in mortal rounds
As if some arcane cause were being served
By heralds strong to call, then run to ground,
Their only arms the resonating word.
Imagine now a shrine where Patience dwells,
Biding a bronze, apocalyptic bell.
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______________________________________________________________________________
[Jack is in the wind chimes]
Jack is in the wind chimes,
Jane not far from mind,
Up the dell or down the well,
Seek but never find.
Buy a double rainbow,
Catch a cheetah’s tear,
Make a lure of cake and pearl,
They never will appear.
The magpie isn’t talking,
It’s past the grasp of tongs,
The clock attempts to tally
Just how long is gone.
How many miles to Babylon?
How many leagues to Cathay?
Is there a map to trace the track
Of the ghostly children’s crusade?
Fill the glass but halfway,
Sing but drop last notes,
Feel the need of see for saw,
Part of love is flown.

The Phoenix and The Mock Turtle
Ph.

Air, earth, and sea all fast ablaze
Beneath the sovereign eye of day’s delight,
Ray, leaf, and wave in finest play
Make light the heart that yet does rein its flight
To wonder at such show of shorebound haze.

MT.

Alright for you to sweep the skies
In breathtaking climbs and swings—
Not such a lark here below
To be stuck with flappers for wings.

Ph.

The heart that soars need not abandon earth
Nor shed the ties of common weal and woe
But kindles at the striking edge of all
That clothes its power in weave of modest show
And feeds the spirit in signs of deepening worth.
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______________________________________________________________________________
MT.

The letters in my evening Soup
Are just a scrabble of vowels;
My sortilege is out of sorts,
The tears roll down my jowls.

Ph.

The plodding plough that cuts the furrow straight
May leave an earthen wake of lustrous growth,
The pearl of price is founded on the grain
Of life as substance for its vested hope—
Tall peaks aspire to what low flowers relate.

MT.

Too sad I flunked modern Mystery
Once taught at my submarine school
By a starfish whose liquid dilemmas
Washed me out of the metasea pool.

Ph.

The lead that envies gold must forge desire
Of heat enough to melt the dross of sloth;
When restless sighs have cooled their last vain day
The gathered breath may fan the former loss
Into a radiant world of inspired design.

MT.

I’ve tried to spread my flappers wide
And dance a quadrille by the sea
But the clamorous waves would not join in
With the likes of stranded me.

Ph.

Such deadness as the creature harbors dear
Has no regard beyond a willed collapse
Into its nest of lies—unfold anew
Brave pinions tipped with fire, turn eyes aflash
With rising knowledge of the birthing pyre.

MT.

I’ve acquired no taste for combustion,
About rising I really can’t tell,
But I do understand resolution
And the saving grace of a shell.
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______________________________________________________________________________
Elegy for the Uffizi Victims
The ones who left the bomb
Were not concerned with you
And those who loathe the deed
Will not remember you.
You died as footnotes to
A midnight program meant
To sap a culture’s will.
Consider the message sent:
What people hold most dear
Best serves to reteach fear.
Explosives show that art
Can go the way of flesh.
Works lasting centuries
May meet untimely ends.
The world will mourn this loss
Before your human deaths
But do not think it cold;
We things of finite breath
Need breathless forms to claim
Our part in whole domains.
You—parents, children—died
Together in your tower
Adjoining the Uffizi
So thugs might flaunt their power.
They missed the masterworks
Of Mary, Joseph, Child,
Botticelli’s Venus,
But caught others off guard;
Niobe, weeping stone,
Rejoins her blasted sons.
It’s said Dante would feel
At home in Florence still;
His art arose from streets
Where hearts conspire to kill.
The savage urge to wreck
Or splash stone walls with blood
Remains; like Love from froth
We strive to spy some good.
Madonnas have such eyes
To soothe our term of exile.
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______________________________________________________________________________
Medea Venefica
I can say this: no one has injured me
And lived to boast of it. I suffer most
The wounds I choose to make upon my flesh.
Absyrtus, Pheres, Mermerus, accept
The thousand midnight rites I pay your ghosts,
Sweet victims cut short by my fatal love.
That villain Jason more deserves your curse,
And now he lies for good beneath his boat
You may pursue the faithless wretch at will.
Had I the strength or fate to dwell alone
My wake had not produced so many dead.
Herbs, incantations, domes, these are my realm,
Not politics of state and marriage bed.
But love and duty call, or counter-call.
The Asian princess got her handsome Greek,
And he in turn acquired his Golden Fleece.
The things I did because of him: gobbets
Of Pelias bobbing in the dumb watch-pot;
That dressing-doll, my husband’s melting bride,
Whose last embrace so wrenched her fond papa.
Sophisticates require their savage witch.
They like to shake superior, cheated fists
As once again the dragon woman flies.
I might have found Athens sufficient roost
Had Theseus, yet another golden boy,
Not shown at court to spoil the family scene.
My Medus had no name for monsters slain,
But poisoned wine can’t pass a hero’s lips.
And really fate has closed the circle here
At Colchis as I vanquish father’s foes,
Restoring him, myself, and Medus too.
My son will not follow the darker arts,
By which I see his land an eastern power
To match the Grecian west, himself adept
At tactics of diplomacy and war.
And shall I cast my state beyond this life?
As daughter twice removed from Helios
I may attain the blessed isles, though caves
Of blue-black rock were more to my desire.
Would Hecate have me mine the cliffs of dream
Upon her moon, all seers would seek my aid.
To her I dedicate my soul, and vow
Where three roads meet to raise such presences
As make far sleepers moan and tame dogs howl.
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______________________________________________________________________________
Projection
A toy, this plastic eye upon the world
With its round of brochure glances
As fixed as once-pending banner headlines
Observing the formality of curtain drawn
And lever pulled in private hopes of
A public vote for a more colorful future.
Close an eye and peer into its picture show—
In this theater the scenes are overcast
Or light-drenched depending on a wrist-flick,
So that the rickshaw coolie seems to
Bow in expectation of a tropical downpour
The tourist transcends behind impassive sunglasses.
The shutter winks, and a southern republic
Presents its proudest accommodations
Modeled in emulation before latitude’s mirror.
The inner eye conjures a midzone isle
Where a perfect palm extends its fronds
To the four corners of a pared sphere’s bloom.
But the rotary symbol of good luck
Traversing a temple pediment in turn
May be taken as emblem of monumental shame,
As in the whorl of lives through time
The human print is blood-smeared
Almost beyond recognition, almost beyond remedy.
Here now amidst a dry country is framed
A dwelling of chalk-white blankness.
Before these walls all stories are bleached
From memory, the carved stones strange.
All is heat and surface, an inhuman stare
Eclipsing vigilance in folds of muteness.
For time out of mind a cry goes unheard
While through the tangle of days and ways
Shapes writhe from and back to the ground.
The toy is laid aside, but the man arrives
From across the wide plain, taking
Dear derelict life in measured stride.
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______________________________________________________________________________
Versions of the Rocks
I
The joy of two may be to favor one,
To claim this shows classic da Vinci style
Or that achieves immaculate vision,
But juxtaposed, the urge to crown laid quiet,
They make a signal diptych, the London
And Paris panels complementing like
Twin casements whose alternative appeal
Resides in light that shadows or reveals.

II
The Louvre canvas casts its blessed exiles
In warm sienna shades, their outstretched hands
Protective and adoring of a child
Whose precursory peace is hardly bland
Among terrain allotted those reviled:
An umber silhouette of rocky stands
Presiding over darkened pools ages
Oblivious to human images.

III
Again: virgin, infants, angel, but here
Marbled in moon-cool beams illumining
As well their grand primeval theater
Massed along tectonic lines of meaning,
Columns and spandrels chiselled in severe
Formations giving on splendid blue-green
Waters and ranges, semblance of nature
Assuming an aspect of the sacred.

IV
In the beginning was the world made rock,
A hard but yielding thing before which flesh
Appears an unaccountable outcrop
Thrust forward on its thin dramatic shelf
To take the changing light in ways that spot
Its poignant mortal interest or suggest
Some fine resolving art whose pregnant plan
Conceives a stone-emerging son of man.
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______________________________________________________________________________
Fantasia Andante
—in a university library
Walt weighs himself against the ships
(Squinch-browed, thumb on the scale)
Reckoning ontological tonnage,
And I, who am present elsewhere
Among the lap of page and creak of slatted chair,
Nod approval like some well-bribed customs inspector,
Only too ready to decide in favor of the capacious man
Whose confidence would continually replenish ballast.
The thickness of the picture windows
And impulsive rapping for attention
Sinks either side in a two-way aquarium:
As the twilit depths grow grainy
I gaze into a magic glass whose vision of beyond
Replicates the daylong scene yet sets figures to moving
In a different world whose submerged sense continually rises
Under auspices favorable to the converging ascent of spires.
Feeling neither here nor there
I take the quad as mercantile inlet
For the low, swift vessels whose spars
Nearly graze the sally port fringe,
Bearing beneath President Doge’s balcony select finds
Awaited by robed professors pacing stone hedges,
Winding and unwinding canny skeins of thought
As black birds blur themselves in headlong genius.
Knowledge of the housed collection
Calls for a tracker’s gyro bearing
Among indexes pointing every which way
And a climber’s adverseness to falling
From the sheer vertical face of precipitous scholarship
Towering shelf upon shelf in dense-packed strata
That offer scant fingerhold to gasping overreachers
Who grow faint in the thin air at learning’s peak.
But incapacity before such vastness
Need not stonewall yawning heads
Whose hairs grow gradually more countable
And whose ears receive scalar grandeur
In a quiet music box measuring sixty by forty by thirty;
Small, cornered, a body would conduct its aural life
Within such cubic bounds as resound to the soul’s
Streaming accompaniment to all fullness not its own.
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Slumped in a mezzanine wing chair
I overhear quavering old age
Which has lost its legs
And would be shriven for
Failing to glean the meaning of ripeness;
Appearing at various windows, I would witness
The splay of hours from noon to noon, sharing the indrawn
Breath of an abiding world whose property is to cast shadows.

Author’s Notes:
“Track” is in pentameter tercets with first and third lines loosely rhymed.
“Enter Ghost” is a double parody of the closet scene from Hamlet and Emily Dickinson’s “Because I
could not stop for Death.”
“Kassandra” is an English sonnet on knowledge without power to change events.
“Jack” is a variation on ballad stanza. It's a piece for all lost children.
“The Phoenix and The Mock Turtle” is a turn on Shakespeare's "The Phoenix and the Turtle."
Instead of pairing the fiery bird with a turtledove, I match it with Lewis Carroll's
weepy Mock Turtle. It's a nonce-form dialogue between ardent spiritual aspiration
and modern existential melancholy.
“Elegy for the Uffizi Victims” refers to the bombing of that Florentine art museum some years ago, in
which several family members living in an attached tower were killed. It is a meditation on the fact that
while art may be long, it too is subject to the vagaries of this world.
“Medea Venefica” (Latin for Medea the Sorceress) is a monologue spoken by that formidable figure.
My poem goes beyond that part of her life dramatized by Euripides to encompass more of her career.
“Projection” is based on a toy I had when young, something like a View-Master, but cheaper. It
presented photos from around the world.
“Versions of the Rocks” refers to the two renditions of da Vinci’s Virgin of the Rocks,
now hanging in London and Paris. The form is ottava rima.
“Fantasia Andante” is set at my alma mater’s library, which is situated across a long quadrangle from an
administration building in Italian Renaissance style with a sally port in the middle. Basically, it is a poem
about intellectual and aesthetic capacity, hence the limits to these things as well. It uses spatial or
architectural metaphors to convey this sense. The time signature in the title veils a reference to Dante,
that master of precise gradation in the Commedia. The poem opens, though, with a reference to
Walt Whitman.
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“the setting sun” and Other Haiga
Carol Sue Horstman

the setting sun
eyes glazed
he follows her scent
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dark night
so hairy love
you give me quite a fright
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if he looks like a wolf
he may be a wolf
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she glows in the night
alas
she fades by day
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autumn sun
paves my path
in gold
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the stars so numerous
as dust glows
reflecting moonbeams
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dancing with him
I was moonstruck
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water, the source of life
surprise at the spring
an angel

words wordy
word play
i am worn out
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“Cat Is Fading Away” and Other Poems
Terrie Jacks

(Image by the author)

Cat Is Fading Away
Dashing through the woods
a cat is out to play
running here and there
squirrels run away
Racing up the trees
prancing all about
squirrels run away
cat is fading out
Meow, meow, meow
Meow, meow, meow
Meow, meow, meow today
Meow, meow, meow
Meow, meow, meow
Cat is fading away
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Whooo’s Awake?
Daylight hours,
look whooo’s awake.
Whooo? Whooo?
Hoot owl,
Hooootieeee,
That’s who.
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Multicolored Keyboard
Piano keys
in multicolor
create a
colorful tune
Bright and cheery
are the notes
music of
many hues
Sing-a-longs
add to the joy
you know
you are attuned
This multicolored keyboard
raps a multicolored tune
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The Myth of Pirate McGee
Pirate McGee
he walks with a swagger,
Often he’s perceived as
being a bragger,
And in his sash
he carries a cracker.
For Pirate McGee
is rough you see.
Pirate McGee
wears a patch over one eye,
Gives him the appearance
of a pirate guy.
Today it’s on the left,
tomorrow the right, he’ll try.
For Pirate McGee
is rough you see,
became that way
when he turned three.
Pirate McGee
has a long scar
That he got
in Zanzibar.
Oh, my goodness, he looks
like a movie star.
Yes, Pirate McGee
is rough you see,
became that way
when he turned three.
for Pirate McGee
when he was wee,
he never, ever, ever was
invited to tea.

Pirate McGee sings, “Yo, Ho, Ho,
pirates are we,
that’s right,
my crew and me.
We are known to
sail the seven seas
we’ll pilfer your stash
of cookies and tea,
and not invite you
to tea with me.”
Pirate McGee
is rough you see,
became that way
when he turned three.
for Pirate McGee
when he was wee
he never—
ever—
ever was
invited to tea.
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Dog Din Lullaby

Sausage Dog and Big Ears

Trapped in the room with two dogs.
Trapped in the room with two dogs.
One dog is sleeping.
The other is chewing.
snore-gnaw, snore-gnaw

Sausage Dog and Big Ears
two dogs living together
friends and buddies
no matter the weather.

Trapped in the room with two dogs.
Trapped in the room with two dogs.
The snoring is jarring.
The gnawing is annoying.
gnaw-gnaw, snore-snore
Trapped in the room with two dogs.
Trapped in the room with two dogs.
I’m trying to sleep.
The sound makes me weep.
snore-snore, snore-snore
gnaw-gnaw, gnaw-gnaw
Then again,
repetition lulls me to sleep.

They live in a two house
this family unit:
two dogs, two children
and two adults in it.
Sausage Dog is plump,
short-legged and fat.
Big Ears is sleek,
swift and flat.
When Sausage Dog lies down,
her ample body is wide
her legs point straight out
and don’t collide.
Big Ears is alert
her ears are at attention
they collect all sounds
that come in her direction.
And when sent out back
these two can bark,
typically Big Ears,
that’s her trademark.
Yes, Sausage Dog and Big Ears
are two dogs together
friends and buddies
no matter the weather
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Fly Mingo
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“Change” and Other Poems
Roselyn Mathews
Change
Walking along the path, I am aware
of quiet whispers of autumn.
Subtle changes in color hint at
the vibrant drama that once again
will unfold in the coming weeks.
Already, the sky is showing off
its brilliant autumn-blue shade
reflected in the lake’s mirror, as
gentle ripples lap against the shore.
A brush of yellow.
A smudge of orange.
A dab of burgundy.
Soon these colors will dominate
the wooded landscape
surrounding the lakes,
even as nature begins
preparation for
the next season:
winter’s white.
And so, life goes on
from season to season—
With its powerful, graceful wings,
an adult blue heron lifts itself
from its hunting area in the marsh;
a turtle quietly slips into the water
from a decaying sycamore branch
pressed into mud in a shallow
current at the shoreline;
and I continue to walk
the seasonal path
from spring to winter,
observing and living
the colors of change.
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In Tribute to Mr. Sandburg’s Fog
I awoke this morning
to the little cat feet
of Carl Sandburg
I slipped out the back door
and furtively followed
the silent foot falls
over the carpet of wet grass
around the row of whispering pines
down the steep hill
to the sanctuary of the
trickling brook
And there I sat
waiting and watching
until the unsuspecting feline
lifted its weightless form
and moved on

Seasonal Ways
Summer rushes in on the wings
of bumblebees and floats across
the front yard clinging to puffs
of dandelion seeds;
she arrived early this year,
but is welcome just the same
by winter-weary folks
who lust for the heat
of her sultry disposition.
Resting on the chaise lounge
on my back porch, I feel
the temperature rise
as she momentarily slows
her pace and ambles by.
Though I smile faintly,
I do not open my eyes or
acknowledge the warmth
of her charming manner,
for I know that soon
her constant presence
will grow cumbersome,
and inevitably I will
shun her company
for the artificial coolness
of the air conditioner.
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Two Poems
Harding Stedler
Numb Along the River
Frigid came without mercy
on the heels of late October.
I felt the wrath of winter
on its breath.
Frogs sat numb
along the river’s edge
awaiting the April thaw
that would give them
fresh croaks
from the hearts of lily pads.

In Fracturing Pecans
Sparrows seem to know
that I am hulling pecans.
They know it is the season
and roost in waiting
atop my balcony rail.
I crack,
and shells fly everywhere,
pinging against the window panes
and flying inside my shirt.
I pick the shells
as clean as nutcrackers
will allow,
filling my bowl
with fragments.
Some bits cling
inside the shells
for birds to wrestle with.
When I scatter them
among the holly,
those feathered friends
go frantic
as they compete
for meat
with pointed beaks
in song.
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“A Sparrow” and Other Poems
Pat Durmon

A Sparrow

Desperate to Escape Adverbs

I can’t quite see the world as it is,
but I can watch a sparrow.
Drab and humble,
whether on a roof
or doodling in dirt.
A narrow winged thing,
even when preening fussy feathers.
It cannot not fly.
Its wings learned its lessons well.
It tells no details
of where it’s been
but awakens early,
keeps light in its face, and
quotes poetry with a country chirp.

Dullness ruled eighth grade.
Still, one autumn day is unforgettable—
my English teacher was force-feeding
adverbs to students. It was her job.
Her words droned on and on in a monotone
about parts of speech like she was a surgeon
with a knife dissecting his hundredth pig.
Her tone then turned into birds drifting,
sounding distant like honking geese fading
to dim music.

It defines the landscape
as it flies high and low
at a discreet distance,
but the world
won’t go on like this
forever.

Something in me blocked every bridge
wanting to receive dervish, adverbial beings.
My imagination soared: I sat there
watching my teacher’s hair grow long
and flow like that of Ava Gardner.
Now and then, chalk scraped the blackboard—
its screech sounding off, on, off and on.
No end to it. Meanwhile, a dark well
in my desktop stared up at me
while a gray radiator knocked and hissed.
I was rooted to a desk, but my eyes followed
a daring fourteen-year-old self, at first,
standing beside my desk, then easing her way
toward a wall where she raised a huge window.
Next, she climbed through the window and
onto a ledge. No one even noticed! Finally,
she fastened her lean body against the building
of red bricks. Incredible.
That young part of me smiled, feeling no wind,
no clouds, no teacher, no adverbs.
Only ice-blue skies…until the bell rang.
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In Praise of a Footnote Town
My mother would call Norfork a footnote town
hunkered down in the big middle of nowhere, where
a tall plan would be needed to go from our valley
around mountains to the little grocery store and café.
Here, the oldest state structure stands high on a bluff,
overlooking the hearts of two rivers uniting into one.
Nearby, children play freely and take wildlife, lakes,
trails and cottonwoods for granted. The women still
hang out the wash on Monday mornings just to smell
the shine from cotton sheets at lying-down time.
More than one or two keep windows cracked, hoping
to hear the first male bird in a Redcoat uniform crack
his warm song to the bright sun that’s set on coming
over the same ridge every morning. Men hunt, fish, fly
the stripes. Amazingly, they fare quite well without a
list, knowing that somehow they’ll cut hay and help
a neighbor, whether it rains or not. At church, people
still meet to praise the Maker, to greet and fellowship
as the talk turns and rambles like switch-back roads
crossing over low-water creeks. Whatever was not
learned as children with blood kin, they tie-in now
amid these kindred spirits for yet another chance. When
people hurt, a few hug grief like a prize, but most tell
their sadness and allow the mountains to cradle them.
Then, there are those who howl with the coyotes.
So opposite from my city time—all tidy and severe—
like paved clean streets where I once lived uptight in
an upright space, deferring sad, where I swallowed
concrete and spewed it up later….
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Haiku and “September Garden”
Phillip Howerton

Haiku
abandoned barn—
in the loft, the busy hum
of mud-daubers
~*~

heat wave—
even concrete chickens
stand in shade
~*~

bob-tailed kitten,
playing with another
kitten’s tail
~*~

wild ivy—
after cutting it for years,
she lets it grow

September Garden
I planted my fall garden twice—
lettuce, beans, and spinach—
but a month of clouds prompted
only meek, scattered leaves
among a carpet of hardy weeds.
Grandma was a skilled gardener,
a mother of four during the Depression
and a widow for forty-six years,
so her garden had to produce,
so her hands had to grow strong
and her pleasures and affections distant.
I came to gardening too late, at midlife,
fourteen years after her death,
yet she and I cart steaming compost
and spade it into the soil,
turning up an prodigal potato
of the breed that always saw her through,
scarred by my pitchfork weeks earlier,
and a renegade onion sprouting blades
of infant green, and we slip them
into our pockets for an evening meal.
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Rainstorm Sparrow
Melany Nitzsche
I take a slow sip of coffee
From my perch at the kitchen table
Palms warming on my cup
As a grey green storm erupts outside
I see a sparrow unlatch from a crabapple
And fly fiercely forward
Headlong into the wind
With grueling work it barely treads the gale
And goes nowhere
Simply displays suspended flight
Before changing course and
Lowering onto the same branch
Exhausted by its effort
As I finish my quiet cup of coffee
I wonder if the sparrow ever
Looks into my kitchen
Sees me amid my storm
Wishes that it wasn’t such a struggle
And silently urges me on?
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“Mirror” and Other Poems
Billy Adams

Mirror
Life is a broken mirror,
where each small sliver
believes that its view
encompasses all truth.
In autumn,
a summer fly
comes inside to die.
In the fragment
of my mirror, I watch time
glide by. In the twilight
of my life, I see a pale rider
sweep across a midnight sky,
searching for the last shard of my time.
It is autumn.
A summer fly
comes inside to die.
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Quest
We call them landfills.
Why do we dig through them?
Are we searching for our past,
worrying about our future?
I think the ghosts of the
Central American mound builders
must laugh as we turn over their trash
to construct lifestyles
using a single sliver of pottery.
Are we defined by the space or
the time we occupy?
If we travel to our past,
where we grew up, we find
it’s not there. Urban sprawl
has flowed over the family farm.
It seems we occupy
a tiny segment of time.
Our species has always searched
for something permanent,
a spiritual being that does not
change.
The Greeks believed that
many such beings existed,
and in a multicultural fit,
built a statue of the unknown god.
Paul used this image
to introduce God when he spoke
on Mars Hill. But when he finished
his listeners were concerned
only with the quest.
It seems that our search for truth
will always be more urgent
than truth itself.
Could it be we are afraid
of what we may find?
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Fox in the Henhouse
Each year his fancy fowl
won ribbons at the County Fair.
Mr. Cline built a luxury pen
for his purebred hens.
But a local night prowler, Mr. Fox,
developed a yen for a fancy hen.
Each night the fox raided the hen house,
leaving behind a bloody trail.
The battle joined,
Mr. Cline prepared his weapon,
a trusty double twelve.
That night, Mr. Cline woke to the ruckus,
rushed to the scene of the crime.
But the crafty canine melted into the shadows.
Determined to win the battle,
Mr. Cline taped a flashlight
to the barrel of his shotgun.
Mr. Fox sneaked through
the moonless night
picturing a tasty snack.
Mr. Cline moved his flashlight
over the roost. His trusty dog
touched his bare leg with a cold nose.
Both barrels discharged onto the roost.
When the smoke cleared,
his prized flock lay dead on the floor.
Mr. Fox faded into the night,
savoring his ill-gotten treat.
After a night of plucking feathers,
Mrs. Cline proclaimed
that his pampered chickens
were tops in the culinary arena.
Mr. Fox concurred.
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Haiku and Senryu
Gretchen Graft Batz

Haiku
snow sifts
through juniper boughs
winter breeze

Senryu
winter concert
the grit of sand
under feet

~*~
~*~
morning news
a carolina wren’s
broadcast

concert hall lights
encircling the bell
of his trombone

~*~
~*~
Sierra Club bound
a pine cone lands
on the car hood

exhibit over
rectangles remain
where the art hung

~*~
~*~
both horseless—
a horsefly
finds this horse lover

record
Easter sales
“Jesus wept”

~*~
~*~
dawn shoe snatcher
the retriever
gets me out of bed

potluck over
bringing home
her jello

~*~
~*~
Midwestern summer
my haiku notepad
limp

final bow
the pianist’s scarf slaps
the baritone’s face
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Dinner with Friends
John J. Dunphy
Every Thanksgiving the women from my church
volunteered to serve dinner at a soup kitchen.
I ladled gravy on the turkey, dressing, and mashed potatoes.
I never enjoyed it.
The people (we were instructed to call them “guests”) were
coarse and vulgar.
The smell of the food was also overpowered
by their B.O.
I left the church three years ago
when I lost my job and could no longer tithe.
This year I’m at that same soup kitchen,
standing in line for a free Thanksgiving dinner.
The church women remember me.
Some of the other guests are angry because
I’m getting such extra-large helpings.

Kaylin Bade, “Havenvale Farms” 3
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Two Poems
Choong-hee Choi
Translated from the Korean by John J. Han
당신은 바보입니다!
당신은 바보입니다.
하늘 권세 버리시고 천한 몸으로 오셨으니 당신은 바보입니다.
손가락질 받고 소외된 사람들을 친구 삼고
배경 없고 힘없는 사람들을 제자 삼으신
당신은 바보입니다.
겉옷을 달라하면 속옷까지 벗으시고
오리를 가자하면 십리를 동행하는 당신
왼뺨을 치면 오른 뺨을 돌려주는 바보 같은 사람.
도움을 받을 때는 환호하고 칭송하던 사람들
정작 당신이 외롭고 힘들 때
모두가 등 돌리고 떠나 버려
머리 둘 곳조차 없었던 당신.
사랑하는 제자의 배반의 키스에도 묵묵히 침묵하시던
바보 당신
당신은 진정 바보입니다!
사십에 하나 감한 매, 터지고 짓이겨진 당신의 몸
영혼까지 떨리는, 십자가 극형에도
저들의 죄를 용서해 달라고 울부짖던 당신,
저들은 자신들이 하는 일을 알지 못한다고
끝까지 사랑의 자락으로 덮어 주시던 당신,
아! 진정 당신은 바보입니다!
바보, 예수님!
나의 소원은, 당신과 같은 바보가 되는 것!
바보 예수 닮아, 손가락질 받아도
나의 오직 소망은
바보가 되는 것!
예수님!
당신은 바보입니다
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You Were a Fool!
You were a fool.
You gave up heavenly glory, came down to earth as a lowly man—you were a fool.
You befriended those who were scored and ostracized,
you made disciples out of men with contemptible backgrounds and no power—
you were a fool.
If anyone wanted to take your coat, you handed over your shirt as well.
If anyone forced you to go one mile, you went with them two miles.
If anyone slapped you on the right cheek, you turned to them the other cheek also.
You were a fool.
People cheered and praised you when you helped them,
they turned their backs on you when you were
alone and heavy laden.
Left alone, you had no place to lay your head.
You remained silent at your beloved disciple’s kiss of betrayal,
you were a fool,
truly a fool!
You suffered thirty-nine lashes, your body was broken and crushed.
Amidst your terrible, soul-shaking pain on the cross,
you prayed for the forgiveness of your crucifiers.
You covered them with the trailing cloth of love,
saying they know not what they do.
Oh, you were truly a fool!
Jesus the Fool!
My desire is to become a fool like you!
My only desire is to become a fool like Jesus
even if I am
derided.
Jesus,
you were a fool!
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무명 無名
나는 문득
이름 없는
들꽃이 되고 싶다
자비로운 한줌 흙과
따스한 햇살
향기로운 바람으로
충일充溢된 생
누가 보아서도 아니고
누구에게 보이기 위함도 아닌
그저 나로 사는 것이
의미 있는 나날
때가 되면 피고
때가 되면 지고
서두르지 않는 걸음걸이로
生의 끝까지 걸어가는
겸허
어느 날 부르시매
미련 없이 옷을 벗어
이름 없는 얼굴로
살아온 의미 밝혀 낼 수 있다면
나는 문득
길섶에
무심한 들꽃으로
자유하고 싶다!
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No Name
I suddenly
want to be a nameless wildflower
on the roadside,
a life overflowing in
a handful of charitable soil,
amidst warm sunrays and
a fragrant wind
not because someone is watching me,
not to show myself off to anyone—
I just want to live a meaningful life
true to myself
day after day.
In due time, I shall bloom,
in due time, I shall fade.
In humility
I shall walk to the end of my life
in unhurried steps.
Someday, when He summons me,
I shall uncloak without hesitation
and, with my face now nameless,
shall discover the meaning of my life on earth.
I suddenly
want to be empty of mind
and free as
a nameless roadside wildflower.
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Ten Sijo from the Goryeo and Joseon Dynasties
Translated from the Korean by John J. Han
Translator’s Note: Sijo (Korean: 시조; Chinese: 時調; literally “popular song”) is a Korean lyric form
that arose in the Goryeo Dynasty (918-1392) and flourished in the Joseon Dynasty (1392-1897). The
form comprises three lines, each of which contains approximately 15 syllables. Accordingly, sijo can tell
a story in more detail than tanka (traditionally 5-7-5-7-7 syllables) or haiku (traditionally 5-7-5 syllables).
Common themes of traditional sijo include natural beauty, love, longing, Confucian virtues, and social
criticism. In accordance with the contemporary East Asian custom, Korean names below are given with
last names first. For example, Yi is the first poet’s family name, and Saek is his given name.

백설(白雪)이 잦아진 골에 구름이 머흐레라.
반가운 매화는 어느 곳에 피었는고.
석양에 홀로 서이서 갈 곳 몰라 하노라.
—이색(李穡, 1328-96)
Ominous clouds hang over the valley where white snow is melting.
It is time for plum trees to bloom, but I do not see them.
Not knowing where to go, I stand alone at sunset.
—Yi Saek (1328-96)

말이 놀라거늘 혁(革) 잡고 굽어 보니
금수청산(錦繡靑山)이 물 속에 잠겼어라.
저 말아 놀라지 마라 이를 보려 함이라.
—성혼(成渾, 1535-98)
Alarmed, my horse stops, I look down, holding the reins.
Lo! A splendid green mountain is submerged in the lake.
Do not be alarmed, I tell my horse, I want to view it, too.
—Seong Hon (1535-98)
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산은 녯 산이로되 물은 녯 물 안이로다.
주야에 흘은이 녯 물리 이실쏜야.
인걸도 물과 갓도다 가고 안이 오노매라.
—황진이(黃眞伊, 1506?-1567?)
The mountains remain the same, yet the river water is new.
It flows day and night, how did I expect it to remain constant?
Likewise, extraordinary men came and went, never looking back.
—Hwang Jin-yi (1506?-1567?)

청산리(靑山裏) 벽계수(碧溪水)야 수이감을 자랑 마라.
일도 창해(一到滄海)하면 다시 오기 어려웨라.
명월(明月)이 만공산(滿空山)하니 쉬어 간들 어떠리.
—황진이(黃眞伊, 1506?-1567?)
Crystal-clear water rushing through the green mountain, do not boast your speed.
Once you reach the sea, there will be no return trip.
A full moon fills this tranquil mountain, why not rest here for a while?
—Hwang Jin-yi (1506?-1567?)

반중(盤中) 조홍(早紅)감이 고와도 보이나다.
柚子(유자) 아니라도 품음직도 하다마는
품어 가 반길 이 없을싀 글로 설워하나이다.
—박인로(朴仁老, 1561-1642)
The early-ripening persimmon on the table—how lovely it looks.
Not a mandarin orange, yet it looks worth hiding in my sleeve.*
I could hide it but, alas, I have no one to savor the fruit.
—Park In-ro (1561-1642)
*An allusion to the episode related to Lu Ji (188–219), the ancient
Chinese man noted for his filial piety. When he was six years old, he
and his father visited Yuan Shu’s house; the host served them with
delicious mandarin oranges. At the time of departure, three oranges
rolled out of the boy’s sleeve. When asked why he had hidden them, he
answered that they were intended for his beloved mother at home.
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산길은 길고 길고 물길은 멀고 멀고
어버이 그린 정은 만코 만코 하고 하고
어디서 외기러기는 울고 울고 가나니
—윤선도(尹善道, 1587-1671)
The mountain pass never ends, the stream path flows beyond reach.
Longing for my parents is without measure, knows no bounds.
In the sky, a goose flies alone, crying without ceasing.
—Yun Seon-do (1587-1671)

간밤에 부던 바람에 만정도화(滿庭桃花) 다 지거다.
아해는 뷔를 들고 쓰로려 하는 괴야.
낙화(落花)인들 곳이 아니랴 쓰지 만들 엇더리.
—정민교(鄭敏僑, 1697-1731)
An overnight wind has toppled the peach blossoms that filled the yard.
A servant boy grabs a broom to sweep them away.
Do not disturb them, fallen flowers are flowers, too.
—Jeong Min-gyo (1697-1731)

해 다 저문 날에 지저귀는 참새들아.
조고마한 몸이 반가지(半柯枝)도 족(足)하거든
하물며 크나큰 수풀을 새워 무엇하리요.
—주의식(朱義植, ?-?)
The sun has set, but the sparrows still chirp.
Half a branch should suffice for their small bodies.
What is the use of coveting a big bush?
—Ju Eui-sik (?-?)
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산촌(山村)에 밤이 드니 먼딋 개 즈져온다.
시비(柴扉)를 열고 보니 하늘이 차고 달이로다.
뎌 개야 공산(空山) 잠든 달을 즈져 무삼 하리요.
—천금(千錦, ?-?)
As night descends on the mountain village, a dog barks at a distance.
Opening the twig gate, I look up at the cold sky filled with moonlight.
What is the use of barking at the sleeping moon that hangs over the empty mountain?
—Cheon-geum (?-?)

매화(梅花) 옛 등걸에 봄절(節)이 돌아오니
옛 피던 가지에 피염즉도 하다마는
춘설(春雪)이 난분분(亂紛紛하니 필동말동하여라.
—매화(梅花, ?-?)
Springtime has returned to the old plum stump.
As in the past, the branches will likely blossom,
yet spring snow whirling in the air gives me pause.
—Mae-hwa (?-?)

Terrie Jacks, “June Tulip”
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Succinct Poems
Cherita_______________________________________________________________________
power out
a cold chill
creeps inside the room
pine trees blanketed in white
the world silent and still
like a murky polaroid frame
~*~
dark highway
fog ghosts across the pavement
illuminated by headlights
black shrubs like huddled animals
watery light inside cramped houses
a red stoplight blinks on and off
— Kaitlin Shanks

draped with danger
her poisonous hand
with ruby veins
clutches the bark
she creeps toward the sun
don’t touch
~*~
weathered wood split and warped
rusty bolts
bleed through the pine
paintless metal
as its base
this picnic table has seen better days
— Kaylin Bade
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Fibonacci_____________________________________________________________________
Can
you
tell me
how to get
to Sesame Street?
I seem to have lost my childhood.
~*~
I
pledged
myself
to one man;
now my heart is his.
I do hope he handles it well.
— Glory Castello

Squares
of
powder,
mirror, brush,
packed in tiny kits.
Cute to look at, but not to wear.
— Kaitlin Shanks

Cinquain_____________________________________________________________________
Forest
lonely at dusk
fog envelopes all things
quiet—only the whispering
insects
— Glory Castello

Strung from a Tree
Empty
swing sits and waits
for naptime to conclude
slowly swaying in the cool breeze.
Come play!
— Kaylin Bade
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Limerick______________________________________________________________________
My Reflection
My son put his foot in my shoe.
He has no better things to do,
than bother his mother,
one foot then the other,
and act like this is something new.
— Kaylin Bade

There once was a man from Mexico
who moved to the States long ago
I passed him by as he danced
I swooned and became entranced
now he’s mine and I’m not letting go
— Glory Castello

Senryu_____________________________________________________________________
my published paper—
I discover a flaw
in logic
~*~

discrimination—
moles make their burrows
only in my yard
~*~
a neighbor’s lush lawn—
my irritation for him
keeps growing
— John J. Han
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Kaylin Bade, “Farmer Dylin Keeping Watch”

Kaylin Bade, “Just Like Daddy”
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_______________________________________

Short Stories

A woman must have money and a room of her own if she is to write fiction.
—Virginia Woolf
How do I know what I think until I see what I say?
—E. M. Forster
Writing fiction is the act of weaving a series of lies to arrive at a greater truth.
—Khaled Hosseini
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“The Golden Coin” and “Falling Skies”
Kaitlin Shanks
The Golden Coin
Flies buzzed in the air as eight-year-old Penny walked down the road, dragging a stick across the
fence. To her left was a row of trailer homes, and cars whizzed past the fence at her right. The smell of
barbecue wafted in the air, making her stomach growl.
Occasionally something shiny flashed in the corner of her eye: crumpled soda cans, balled-up
foil, discarded hunks of trash. She ignored them, remembering her mother’s shouts when she found her
digging a Styrofoam cup, sticky with juice, out of the grass. But then something gold blinked in the
sunlight.
She dropped the stick, then crouched down and picked up something flat and round. When she
saw what it was, her stomach dropped in disbelief. It was a perfectly shaped gold coin that glinted in the
sunlight. Her eyes widened, and the world around her started to spin.
“Oh my gosh,” she whispered, feeling a slight thrill at using the forbidden phrase. Then she
turned and started to dash down the road, her heart racing as her sandals smacked against the pavement.
When she reached the familiar blue trailer, she skidded to a halt, then threw open the door and burst
inside.
“Mom!” she shouted. “Mom!”
Receiving no response, she frantically looked around. But the trailer was empty except for her
two-year-old sister, who was stirring grass in a toy pot with a wooden spoon. Penny dropped to her knees
beside her sister, bursting with excitement.
“Annie!” she said in a rush. “Look what I got! It’s a gold coin!”
Annie took the coin and turned it back and forth in her chubby hand.
“Be careful,” Penny said. “When Mom gets back, we’re gonna take it to the bank and cash it in.
Gold coins are worth a lot. You know how much they’re worth?”
Annie shook her head, holding the coin up to her face.
“Don’t get it too close to your mouth. They’re worth a lot. We’re gonna get new clothes, and a
TV, and we'll get a bunch of toys for you. I promise. I’ll tell Mom she has to ’cause I’m the one who
found it.”
She clapped her hands against her knees, her mind racing. Suddenly Annie started to bring the
coin toward her mouth.
“No!” Penny said, trying to slap her hand away. “No, don’t eat it! ANNIE, NO—”
She let out a shriek as Annie bit down. Paralyzed with horror, she watched as Annie pulled away,
then winced and started spitting out gold foil. A bite mark was cut into the coin, revealing the chocolate
beneath.

Falling Skies
The salty wind whipped Fern’s hair around her face as she dragged her boat down the shore. The
waves rippled in the wind like a rumpled bedsheet, and a large gust nearly blew her off her feet. “It’s not
safe!” she shouted to the fishermen around her, who were hauling their own boats down the beach.
“What?” an elderly man shouted back.
“It’s not safe! The wind’s too strong! We have to go back!”
Her stomach growled at the thought of another day without catches. Her village had spent the
past three days huddled in their shacks while bangs, thuds, and explosions had shattered the sky, worse
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than any thunderstorm they’d experienced. But when she peered up at the sky, dark clouds were gathered
on the horizon.
“A storm’s coming!” she shouted above the wind. “We have to head back!”
“What’s that?” someone said. She turned to see something black and shiny floating in the water.
She frowned. The city’s trash occasionally washed up on shore: plastic wrappers, wires, hunks of metal,
pieces of technology with lights and dials. But this was sleek like a fish’s side, and so black that it looked
like a piece of the night sky had fallen into the sea.
Fern left her boat on the shore, then waded knee-deep into the water and picked up the object.
The other villagers dropped their boats and gathered around her. Murmurs rippled through the crowd.
Fern ran her fingertips along the surface. It was slick like glass, and wires bristled along the
edge. She turned it over, and her eyes widened. A maze of wires was stuck to the underside, thin and
metallic like strands of silver. There were more wires than she’d seen in her life, a hundred per square
inch, more than the wires used to power an android arm.
“What is it?” someone said.
“I don’t know,” Fern said, looking around the waves. “Is there more? Anybody?”
“I found something!” a dark-haired girl shouted. She held up another black shard that glinted in
the sunlight. “There’s more! Look back there!”
Dozens of black chunks appeared on the horizon, bobbing in the waves. The crowd backed out of
the water as the pieces floated to shore. They washed up against the sand, propelled by the waves, jagged
pieces like hunks of broken pottery. Fern picked up a shard that was marked with writing, but the
language was nothing she could read. Must be from the city, she thought.
Larger pieces started to wash onshore. The villagers gaped in wonder as they scooped up hunks
of wire, a strange gooey stuffing, unattached metal bits, and even a chunk five feet across with wires
draping into the water. Suddenly Fern spotted something large and egg-shaped floating in the distance. It
bobbed in the water like a massive pea pod, and something about it sent a shiver down her spine.
“Look out!” she shouted. “Something’s coming!”
She skittered back up the beach like a crab. The crowd stopped what they were doing, and
everyone watched silently as the thing floated to shore. Dread washed over Fern from her fingers to her
toes, a deep intuitive feeling that seemed to come from the device herself.
When it hit the shore, no one moved. After a few tense moments, she and another woman
dragged it up to the beach. It was a murky glass pod with wires, metal, and technology clustered inside.
The writing she had seen earlier was printed on the outside of the pod.
Fern lifted a hand, hesitated, then wiped away the seaweed and muck from the glass. When she
saw what lay inside the pod, she shrieked and staggered back. Her world came crashing down around her
as the thing stirred inside the device, the escape pod of an alien spaceship.
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“Picnic Nostalgia” and “The Never-Ending Staircase”
Glory Castello

Picnic Nostalgia
“Would you like another slice of life, my darling?”
I gaze at my flour-sack friend with an admiring stare, pondering on how I might answer his
question: “Well, maybe one more. After all, you do bake the best batches of life in all the land, better
than any other flour gentleman I know!” I offer my saucer to him eagerly for a refill, resolving to the fact
that this is a special occasion; truly, it is a rare occasion that one dines with such lovely acquaintances on
a summer picnic. Accompanying my flour gentleman friend and me are Ms. Violet and Mr. Tilt—the
former, a long and slender crayon whom I met during a childhood coloring session, and the latter, an old
wooden rocking chair who, despite his rigid personality, has many a time provided me a suitable napping
spot. Dear Mr. Snow, however, is especially close to my heart. He introduced himself to me during
Christmas Break of ’04. It had been snowing for three solid weeks and, coming from a family of little
means, I was beginning to starve. Then, at precisely the right moment, a lively 10lb sack of flour busted
through the pantry to save the day! The best chef I ever knew, he taught me a bazillion and three recipes
which one can make simply out of flour and, of course, a few other ingredients. A decade later, he still
hasn’t lost his touch.
With a nostalgic hunger, I begin working on my second slice. Meanwhile, Ms. Violet and Mr.
Tilt discuss a particular summer afternoon in which she and I, soaking up the warmth of the sunset, fell
asleep on Mr. Tilt’s lap. Unfortunately, the heat caused a bit of Ms. Violet’s color to set into Mr. Tilt’s
wooden surface. Recalling the occasion with fondness, she and I laugh, while the bitter old rocker lets
out a grunt and points a wooden nub at the violet smudge that no one was ever able to remove. Once
again falling prey to the sun’s heat, I let out a tremendous yawn and stretch my body out across the pink
and lavender afghan which, for us, served as a perfect tabletop for our lunch.
Hours later, I awake to the smell of aldehyde and other unearthly toxins. I open my eyes to a pink
and lavender afghan, which is soaked with sweat and God knows what else. Lifting myself off the floor, I
notice a path of track marks on my forearms. I peer around the dark, musty room and wonder how I
arrived here. Then I recall multiple other incidents such as this one, in which my mother never
remembered where she was when she woke up. For this reason, I accompanied her on every outing, to
remind her which direction home was in. Countless memories of trauma-filled confusion and chaos fill
my head, but I aggressively shove them out, replacing them with three other memories of her that involve
a bag of flour, a box of crayons, and a rocking chair.

The Never-Ending Staircase
The Never-Ending Staircase is a feat not many adventurers attempt. An eighty-six-mile winding
descent with unnamable perils lurking around nearly every turn, it is the death sentence of most who dare
to navigate their way down it. The staircase entryway, discovered by hikers in 2074, is located in a small
Missouri cave outside the since-popularized town of St. Genevieve; no one knows where the staircase
leads to, though, except that it goes far below the Earth’s surface. The staircase does, however, have
another opening—a trinket of knowledge I acquired only because I happen to know one of the few people
who’ve completed the journey. A middle-aged simplistic man of means, Fred Right has been a lifelong
friend. I’d trust him with my own life, so of course I trusted him when he said, “I can’t tell you what lies
at the bottom of the staircase. I just can’t. But I promise you it’s worth the trouble. Every last bit of it. I
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had the chance to stay, but I was advised to go home, with the promise that one day I can go back again.
Oh, and don’t worry about the perils of the staircase. You’ll survive because you’re pure of heart.”
Initially, I was dreadfully confused by Fred’s mad advice to travel the staircase. However,
stronger than my fear of what awaited me in the descent was my irrepressible curiosity which, countless
times, has inspired adventures of all sorts. Needless to say, I decided to descend The Never-Ending
Staircase. The first ten days went by surprisingly quickly and effortlessly; the staircase was broad and
surrounded by Pine Trees, and the chattering of forest creatures was anything but perilous. However, the
dynamic of things changed as unexpectedly as it was fast. Soon, the peaceful downward footpath
became a nauseatingly steep route which teemed with heavy rainfall and stinging insects. Throughout the
remainder of my journey, talking bears, leopards, and other unearthly monsters presented themselves to
me with various riddling questions about good and evil. If I answered the questions correctly, I was
allowed to continue on my journey; if I answered dishonestly, I became their dinner. Fortunately, I had
enough sense to answer their questions with an honest heart. Others making the descent, however,
weren’t as fortunate.
After ninety-eight days of braving inclement weather, borderline starvation, and dangerous
beasts, I found myself reaching the last step of the staircase. The step, itself, was a translucent gold, and
it contained restorative powers. In fact, the moment my feet made contact, every ounce of hunger,
exhaustion, and agony experienced from the trip left my body at once. Then, in its place came a heavenly
surge of joy, fulfillment, and passion. For a few moments, I actually contemplated not leaving the step
but, having come this far, I just had to see what awaited me on the other side of the opening. So, I
followed my feet to a gigantic cement archway that resided about a hundred feet from the staircase.
Meanwhile, I felt a tinge of concern that, seeing as how the staircase made such a deep decent, I could
possibly be entering the gates of Hell. But Fred wouldn’t steer me wrong. As I finally crossed the
threshold, my senses became overwhelmed at once; glorious light captivated my eyes, marvelous
laughing and singing vanquished every feeling of dread I ever had, and the most unearthly scents filled
my nostrils. Then I became aware of the most beautiful voice I ever heard: “So, you found the second
route to heaven.”
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A Night with Mark Twain
Kaylin Bade
When we pulled up to the lake, we were expecting something newsworthy, or at the very least,
something to write home about, in honor of the lake’s namesake. However, night was closing in on us
and the beauty of the lake and locating the prime fishing spot would have to wait until tomorrow.
The campfire flickered as our friends had arrived a few hours before. We discussed the radio’s
warnings but continued unpacking with little thought given to the weather. I felt tense knowing John
would be alone in a tent, but he told me, “Shrug it off, sis.” He was always overconfident in his own
strength, no matter what his opponent might be.
We were feeling secure in our camper. Sleep crept upon us easily as the storm rolled in. The
whispering of the rain on the tin roof prepared a perfect slumber.
Suddenly, I realized the rain had turned to rocks; hail pelting the roof over my head. The wind
howled through the trees, requiring me to get up to fetch another quilt. I was now aware of every crack
and crevice around each window and door, letting the chill of the night in. I fleetingly thought of John’s
stubbornness. It was at that very moment that I heard his raspy screams. Flinging open the camper door,
I ran barefoot through the mud to the site where his tent once was. All that was left was an abandoned
campfire, snuffed out by the rain.
I ran back to the camper and tried to wake up anyone, everyone, for help, but it was too late. It
was too dark. John was in the lake.
Sobbing uncontrollably, I turned back for the camper as day began to break. I must have made
my way back to bed because here I lay, alone, under the quilt I retrieved in the middle of the night.
I rolled over to look out the window for what was left of our campsite, and there was John, frying
bacon in Grandma’s cast-iron skillet over the fire. I pushed the window open and John turned to me.
“What’s wrong, sis?” he asked. “Looks like you’ve seen a ghost.”

Kaylin Bade, “Shamrock and Roll”
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Hey, I’m a Pencil
Terrie Jacks
Jonathan is in the kitchen rummaging through the junk drawer. He shouts, “Hey, Mom, do you
know where a pen is? I need something to write with. There aren’t any pens in the kitchen drawer.”
Jonathan’s mom comes into the kitchen, looks in the drawer and pulls out a pencil. “You can
write with this.”
“Mom, that’s a pencil. I need a pen. If I write with a pen I only have to do it once.”
“What are you writing?” Mom asks.
“A story for school,” he replies.
All of a sudden, they both hear, “Hey, you! I’m a pencil. I can write. If you make a mistake I
have an eraser. You can use it to correct the mistake. If my point gets dull, sharpen it. Write your story
first in pencil then rewrite it in pen. Your teacher will appreciate an error free paper.”
Jonathan and his mom look at each other, puzzled. “Who said that?” They ask simultaneously.
Nobody replies. Jonathan shrugs his shoulders, grabs the pencil and heads to the table to write his story.
While he is writing, Jonathan hears someone singing softly, “I be working on a paper, all the day
long. Writing a funny story, why don’t you laugh along?” Jonathan looks around but nobody is there.
He looks at his pencil. It just looks like a pencil so he shrugs his shoulders again and keeps on writing.
When he finishes, he rereads the story, makes some corrections and goes to find a pen.
On a clean sheet of paper Jonathan starts writing using the pen; it leaks and makes a mess. He
can’t turn in his story with a big ink blotch on it. He ponders what to do.
“Hey, you!” shouts the pencil, “Sharpen the point on the pencil and write your story using it.
Any messes you make you can erase. Your teacher will appreciate that.”
Jonathan looks around a third time but no one is there. He shakes his head and says, “I’m hearing
things.” When he goes to sharpen the pencil, Jonathan hears giggling. Nobody is nearby. He rewrites his
story using his best handwriting and the pencil. When he finishes, he places the story in his notebook and
the notebook in his backpack. As an afterthought, he tosses in the pencil.
As Jonathan walks away he once more hears singing. He realizes it is coming from his backpack.
He opens it to find the pencil rolling around the bottom of his bag and it is singing, “I’m going to school.
I’m going to school,” over and over again. Jonathan closes his backpack and walks away. He shakes his
head and mutters, “That’s just weird and I can’t tell anyone because no one would believe me anyway.”
The next morning after breakfast, Jonathan grabs his backpack and heads off to school. The
pencil is silent. It was up singing, humming, and rolling around the bag for half the night and now is
asleep.
Jonathan arrives at school, drops his backpack by his desk, and removes his notebook and the
pencil. He slaps both the notebook and pencil on the desk and then takes the empty backpack to his
cubby.
The pencil wakes with a start, “Huh? What? What’s going on? Where am I?” It mutters.
Jonathan comes back, sits down, and picks up the pencil, twirls and taps it against the desk. He
then whispers, “Be quiet. We’re at school. Don’t draw attention to yourself. I need your help to get an A
on my story. I have a plan.” He whispers the plan to the pencil.
Miss June, the teacher, collects the students’ stories a short time later. Jonathan smiles at her as
he hands in his story. She looks at him, puzzled. She then assigns a project for the students to work on
so she can read the stories. Miss June begins reading and grading the stories. Jonathan looks up
occasionally as he does the assignment.
A short time later Miss June calls, “Jonathan, please come up to my desk.” He grabs the pencil
and heads up to her desk. “Jonathan, about your story, the assignment was to write something nonfiction;
a story about something factual. You wrote about a talking pencil. Your imagination is fantastic, and the
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story is good, but you didn’t do the assignment. You also wrote it in pencil. You were supposed to use
pen. What do you have to say for yourself?”
Jonathan looks at Miss June and says, “I did do the assignment and as for writing in pencil—”
Jonathan pauses then he addresses the pencil, “Pencil, do your stuff.”
The pencil looks at Miss June and says, “Hey, Teach, how about putting an A on that story? It’s
all true. It’s all about me. I’m a talking pencil. When one writes about a pencil, one should use a pencil.
Right, Teach?”
Miss June blinks. She stares at the pencil and tries not to react. She thinks, “This is just weird
and I can’t tell anyone. Who would believe me? They would think I was crazy.” She gives Jonathan an
A. Jonathan smiles and the pencil whispers, “See, I told you a pencil is a good thing to use when one
writes.”
Jonathan picks up the pencil and returns to his desk. He wonders, “What else can the pencil and I
do?”

Kaylin Bade, “An Open Gate to God’s Love”
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Kaylin Bade, “Butterfly House”

Kaylin Bade, “A Creek in Femme Osage”
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_______________________________________________

Nonfiction

I still believe nonfiction is the most important literature to come out of the second half of the 20th
century.
—Tom Wolfe
You can tell a more over-the-top incredible story if you use a nonfiction form.
—Chuck Palahniuk
Fiction and poetry are my first loves, but the really beautiful lyrical essay can do so much that
other forms cannot.
—Chris Abani
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Before and After
(Excerpts from “Sharecropper’s Daughter,” a Memoir in Progress)
Faye Adams
Author’s Note: “Before” and “After” refer to life before the move “down south” and life after
the move to cotton country, where we became sharecroppers, respectively.

Before________________________________________________________________________
“Shoot. There you go again,” my brother said.
“She can’t help it, Elman. Leave her alone. She’s miserable,” I said.
“She’s making me more miserable,” he said.
Whether we had been hit with measles, chicken pox, mumps, or any other ailment, our sister
Patsy always seemed to be more ill than Elman or I. The three of us lay on the front porch, on quilt
pallets. The porch was built high off the ground, which made it a convenient place for us to empty
the contents of our aching stomachs. We had been up-chucking long enough to become weak and
listless.
“Mother will be back soon,” I said. “She says she knows how to stop this.”
“She better hurry,” he said.
Patsy had stopped talking an hour ago. She lay on the quilt, holding her stomach and
groaning. Soon, we heard Mother in the kitchen building a fire in the cook-stove.
“She’s back,” I said.
After Mother had the fire going, she put water in a pan and set it on the stove to heat. She
scrubbed sassafras roots in cold water to remove the dirt. The stripped bark was then
boiled to produce sassafras tea. After the tea cooled to room temperature, she brought it to
us in cups. Here’s the story in verse:
Home Remedy
Banished to the front porch
brother, sister, and I lay,
dispirited, on quilt pallets,
with knees drawn up
to meet our chins,
spewing forth to the ground
the meager contents
of our aching stomachs.
Mom called it Summer Complaint.
She took her third arm,
the garden hoe, into the woods.
The bark, scrubbed, and boiled,
imparted a brew so bitter.
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We choked and sputtered
but drank at her command,
with faces skewed, lips puckered.
Not the worst of Mother’s
home remedies brewed
in her country kitchen,
but close.
The beneficial part of the incident is that we survived. One of us, or all three, could easily have
died of dehydration. We lived twenty miles from the nearest doctor, and our only mode of transportation
was by team and wagon.
Elman, Patsy, and I attended a one-room school with our two uncles, Larry and Bobby Gregory,
two of Dad’s younger brothers. Our homes were heated by wood, milk and butter were kept cold in our
spring, and the only light in the house after dark was by coal-oil lamp.
Like her mother before her, Mother made featherbeds and pillows, flour sacks were bleached and
sewn together for sheets and pillow cases, and most of the clothes for us girls were made from cottonprint feed sacks. She grew and canned garden vegetables, plus fruit from our small orchard, and made
jams and jellies from wild grapes and blackberries. The three of us helped by gathering walnuts and
hazelnuts, picking grapes and berries, or hunting mushrooms after a rain.
Elman learned to hunt with Dad. We often ate squirrel or rabbit, or fish caught from a nearby
stream. In early spring, Mother would order 100 baby chickens from the Sears and Roebuck catalog.
They were shipped to us in a large square box, in which air holes had been cut. I remember how exciting
it was when the box was delivered with all those baby chicks “cheeping” for freedom. Mother would use
a lantern in the henhouse to keep them warm. It took constant care to keep the chicks fed and watered.
By late spring, the chickens were big enough to cook. Mom would save a couple of roosters, but
we ate the rest. The pullets she kept for laying eggs. Fried chicken tasted so good after a winter of pork
or wild game. As I shop in the mega-grocery stores today, I think about all the work it took for her to get
food cooked and on the table for her family.
We raised hogs for the pork and cows for milk, butter and cheese. Our two horses, Pat and Mike,
pulled the wagon whenever we visited family and friends or attended church. Animals are like people in
that each one has his/her own unique personality. Pat was much smaller than Mike, but she “bossed him
around.” She was clearly in charge.
Mother raised geese for feathers to use in making her pillows and featherbeds. During the
molting season, I held each goose while she gathered the loose feathers. The gander must have resented
me for holding him. Any time I stepped into the barnyard, he would chase me; his long neck extended
toward me, hissing loudly until I escaped.
One cow Dad owned proved to be a bully. She was overprotective of her young, so much so that,
if she had a new calf, Dad was the only one who could milk her. Once, she tried to kill Mother. I was her
next intended victim.
Surprise Factor
(or, Why I’m Still Breathing)
When the cow was dry, she was compliant.
When she calved, she turned vicious
and no fence could hold her,
but she gave milk in abundance,
and Dad refused to sell her.
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She chased Mother ’round and ’round the barn
until Mom panicked, climbed the corner logs,
and perched under the roof,
clinging like a cicada shell on a weed-pod.
Beasty pawed and bellowed until Dad came home.
“I could gain on her on the corners,”
Mother said, “Because I could turn faster,
but she gained on me on the straightaway.”
Plug-ugly tore through the fence,
into the garden, where Mom and I worked.
“Run, Cona Faye, run,” my mother shouted.
How did she know? The cow passed Mother
and thundered straight for me. I ran.
At the fence, snorts filled my ears. Hot breath
steamed my back. I saw myself stomped,
pulverized into the dirt. I turned, screaming
at full volume, and flailed my arms
like a windmill in a strong wind.
That old red cow locked her front legs
and skidded like a freight train on full brake.
I seized the moment and scaled that rail fence.
To this day, I don’t enjoy being in close proximity to either geese or cows.

After_________________________________________________________________________
I don’t remember many details of the move, but I do recall the discouragement I felt. It was an
awful comedown, from a big roomy house in the woods, to a three-room shack on flat, treeless dirt. We
were living on old man Robson’s farm, sharecropping, as were several other families.
Mr. Thompson held the position of “boss,” manager of the farm and its tenants, but Robson kept a
close eye on the crops as they progressed through the growing season. He probably demanded regular
reports from Thompson on each family who lived and worked on his land. We never knew how he lost
his legs, but he traveled across his acres at a good clip in his one-horse buggy, or was carried around on
the back of a black fellow who lived in the big house with him.
I’m not sure how many years we lived in that un-painted house with a tin roof, but I recall
spending my eleventh birthday there. Mrs. Thompson gave me two presents, one of which was a pink bar
of soap, scented like the rose carved in its top. I’d never seen anything like it. I vowed not to use it, and
looked for a place to hide it from my sister, Patsy. The other gift, made of heavy, clear glass, looked like
a tiny cup with no handle. They were the first birthday presents I’d ever received.
“A shot glass. Why is she giving a ten-year-old girl a shot glass?” Dad said. “What does she
think you’re going to do with that?”
“Eleven, Daddy. I’m eleven,” I said.
“Lavelle, don’t tease her,” Mother said. “Let her enjoy her birthday.” She had baked a cake and
opened a jar of peaches she’d canned last summer. My spirits lifted as she dished out dessert
after supper. I knew she couldn’t buy presents for us, but she always remembered to bake a cake on our
birthdays. After the meal, Daddy surprised me with another gift, a buffalo nickel, minted in 1883. I
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carefully wrapped it in a handkerchief and tucked it inside the little glass, and hid them with the bar of
soap in one of my old shoes.
I slid the shoes under the bed and pushed them against the wall on my side where I knew Patsy
wouldn’t find them. When it was her turn to sweep, she never pushed that broom any further than the
center of the room. Eighteen months younger than I, she, as the “baby” of the family, escaped unscathed
at times when I was held accountable with minute scrutiny. Being the eldest daughter was not a favored
position within the family. It meant carrying the greater responsibility.
Shortly after supper, we heard a knock on the door, which was unusual. Dark had already fallen,
and neighbors usually visited during daylight hours. Mom and Dad just looked at each other.
“Who could that be?” said Mother. I glanced around, and didn’t see Patsy. Before Dad could get
up to open the door, I jumped out of my chair.
“It’s Patsy, trying to fool us,” I said.
I jerked the door open and yelled, “Gotcha,” hoping to surprise her.

Back row, L-R: Novella Massey-Gregroy, Lavelle Elman Gregory
Front row: Patricia Mae (Patsy), Cona Faye, Elman
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Back row: Cona Faye Gregory, cousin Lovis Stacey
Front row: Patsy Gregory, cousin Anna Jean Boling
posing in front of the house we loved, winter 1950

The surprise was on me. Two neighbor girls jumped and backed up, eyes wide in fear.
Stammering, they came forward as I began to apologize, handing me a present. They had brought a dime
for my birthday and a gift of fresh meat for our family. I had accomplished my purpose, but not with my
intended victim. Still apologizing, I invited them in, but was shamed and embarrassed by my own
behavior.
Their parents had killed hogs, and were reaching out to share with us, even though there were
eleven kids in their family. But this seemed to be the norm on Robson’s farm. If you made molasses,
you took a jar of it to the neighbor. If you had a good crop of cucumbers, okra, or beans in your garden,
you gathered them to share. And, if your neighbor needed help, you made yourself available, as Mother
did when the woman (in the next house down the road) gave birth in the middle of the night.
At the doctor’s request, Mom walked down to help. She boiled water, and did the best she could,
but reported back to us that it was “right nigh impossible, in that filthy place. I’ve never seen such dirty
feet on a woman in my life.” Mom's philosophy was quickly made known to us.
“It’s no disgrace to wear patched clothes if they’re clean,” she said. “But shame on you if they’re
dirty. You should have seen the disgust on the doctor’s face. He couldn’t wait to get out of there.
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Needless to say, he’ll never be paid for delivering her baby. No wonder they call us white trash. People
like her give us all a bad name.”
In Mother’s mind, there was simply no excuse for being dirty. And, believe me, keeping things
clean was no easy task. Our water came from a pump in the back yard. On wash day, it was pumped by
the gallon, heated on the wood stove in the kitchen, and poured into a large galvanized tub in the side
yard. The tub was balanced on a board stretched between two kitchen chairs. Lye soap was dipped, then
rubbed on the garments, one by one, which were then maneuvered and scrubbed on a tin washboard.
The scrubbing and rinsing were difficult, but the “wringing out” was the worst part of the job.
For Dad’s and our brother's overalls, I stood holding one end with Patsy holding the other, turning the
overalls one direction, and she the opposite, until we had wrung out all the water we possibly could.
“Turn, Patsy, turn,” I would urge. “Hold tight and turn hard.”
“I can’t,” was her favorite phrase. It got her out of a lot of ironing.
Our dresses were much easier to handle, but almost everything had to be dipped in heavy starch
before being pinned on clotheslines in the back yard to dry. Winter or summer, the task never varied. As
the dry garments were brought into the house, they were sprinkled with water and rolled, in preparation
for ironing, which took place on the following day. We heated the irons on the kitchen stove, and kept
the fire going, because they were continually having to be re-heated as they cooled. In summer, that
meant we sweltered as we ironed.
The ironing brought us inside and out of the icy weather in winter, but the washing was much
more difficult. The hot water kept us from freezing during the scrubbing; our hands became stiff with
cold as we hung wet clothes on the line. The entire process was slow and awkward in winter and it took
two days for the clothes to dry.
Shortly after my birthday, the school year ended. My brother, sister, and I did not look forward to
school vacation. For us, it meant longer hours of work in the fields. When school was in session, we
enjoyed extra hours of relief from labor. We lived within hearing distance of the school. We chopped or
picked cotton until the first bell rang, ran home to grab our books and lunch, and raced to beat the second
bell. After school, we were back in the fields, to chop or pick cotton until darkness descended. Any
homework was done by the dim light of an oil lamp while Mother washed the supper dishes.
Though the hours of work in the fields were tedious and tiresome, there were moments of bliss as
well. The wind became our friend, sending a soft breeze to cool our sweat drenched skin. We cheered
when it rained and loved to listen to the sound of it pounding on the tin roof of the house. With all the
activity, we could eat as much as we wanted, and not one of us was ever overweight.
Elman continually explored the area around our house. He possessed a curious nature and wasn’t
hampered by my crippling shyness. He talked to the other tenants without reservation. We were
fascinated by the black tenants, because they were the first black people we’d ever seen. Our parents
taught us to treat all adults with respect. We weren’t allowed to call them Negros, and we knew never to
say the other “N” word. We were stunned when they referred to my brother, a boy not yet a teenager, as
“Master Elman.”
We were delighted to discover wild muscadine grapes growing along the fence row on the west
side of our cotton patch. They were a special treat on hot days, sliding down dusty throats with a juicy
burst of flavor.
One sticky day, as we were chopping cotton, Mother stopped and raised her hoe.
“It’s a snake,” Mother said. We stopped to watch as she killed the snake, craning our necks to see
it. Having spent the first years of our lives in the Ozark hills, we were not afraid of snakes. In fact, two
of our younger uncles and my brother were not above catching them and taking them to school, or
chasing us girls with live snakes in their hands.
“Look at that lump just below his head,” Mother said. “I’ll bet he’s swallowed something.”
She pushed at the lump with her hoe. It moved. She kept pushing it along toward the point
where she had chopped off the snake’s head. As she pushed it through the opening onto the ground, Patsy
squealed.
“It’s alive,” she said.
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“It’s a frog,” Elman said. “Look at him blink. I think he’s okay.”
A few minutes later, the frog hopped on its way. We had our own special biology lesson that day
in the cotton field.
Although our parents weren’t Christians or members of any church, they “kept the Sabbath”
along with the rest of our community. Occasionally, we were allowed to walk into town and see a movie
on Saturday night, but Saturdays were workdays in the fields, too, Sundays being our only free day. In
the late 1940s, no businesses opened on Sunday.
A levee rose across the land at the edge of our back yard. Elman dug a cave in the side of the
levee. He dug deeper into the walls to form shelves at the back of the cave, where he kept his knife, bow
and arrows, toy guns, and other treasures. Sometimes, he allowed us girls to climb inside the cave with
him. It was cool and quiet (and rather dark). We had serious talks inside his cave, and shared a few
dreams as well.
The Saturday movies were usually westerns—Tom Mix, The Lone Ranger and Tonto, Gene Autry,
Hop-Along Cassidy, etc. Our favorites were the cartoons, such as Tom and Jerry, Porky Pig, and Popeye.
We made an Indian headdress from cardboard and colored the feathers with crayons.
As the eldest, Elman always called the shots. “I’ll be the Indian. Patsy, you be the Damsel in
Distress. Cona Faye, you be the Outlaw. This time, the Indian rescues the girl, and she becomes his
Squaw.”
That assignment thrilled Patsy. She usually had to play the part of the one who died. After you
were shot, your part ended. You simply had to sit and watch the remainder of the play. Boring.
We had one pair of skates between us and one bicycle. On Sunday afternoons we’d head into
town where the sidewalks gave us a good skating surface and take turns on both the skates and the bike.
Though we must have done so, I don’t remember ever arguing with my brother and sister over their use.
After my 12th birthday, when the crops had been harvested and sold, old man Robson changed the
terms of the verbal agreement made with Dad before the crops were planted. With no explanation, he
reduced Dad’s share of profit from the cotton crop. When Dad talked with some of the other
sharecroppers on the farm, he learned that the old man made a practice of promising one third of the
proceeds from the cotton crop to the tenants and delivering only one fourth at harvest time. The story was
told that when one of the black tenants went to the big house to protest, the old man brought out a gun and
shot him.
We moved. We packed up and moved to another farm. We moved west from Lake City, and
north of Jonesboro, Arkansas. Again, as we had no tractor and had sold our horses before the initial move
south, we were sharecroppers. Dad plowed, disked, and planted the fields behind a team of mules. All
other work of producing the crop was accomplished by the five of us, hoeing weeds, and later picking the
cotton by hand. We lived in a three-room shotgun house, no heat or water inside, with an outside privy
and a water pump in the yard. We lived in that house one year, and my brother, sister, and I attended
school at Dixie. It was our first experience of riding a school bus.
At the end of the crop year, we moved to Walcott, a couple of miles west of Crowley’s Ridge
State Park. Dad bought a used John Deere tractor, and our financial situation improved. With a tractor,
we could farm more acreage and keep 50 percent of the profits. Now, we also had a jeep for
transportation and used it to help make the crop. While Elman was plowing the field, Patsy or I would
drive the jeep behind him to disc or harrow. We still had to chop and pick cotton by hand, however,
which meant working 10-12 hours a day in the heat. But, for the first time in our lives, we had running
water in the kitchen, a bay window in the dining room, a furnace for heat, and a shower in the basement.
We lived four years in that house and loved it. At Walcott, Mother finally had a refrigerator, and
eventually, a gas cook-stove. We also had a large barn and were happy to again house cows, pigs, and
chickens.
Another move, however, was in the wind. After the boll weevil destroyed our cotton crop two
years running, Mom and Dad gave up, sold out (had an auction), and moved to St. Louis, where Dad and
Elman worked in the automobile industry until retirement.
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Southern Summers
A two-story house stands silent,
no longer prideful of its bay window,
running water in the kitchen,
and a shower in the basement,
or of having erased memories
of shotgun houses with no heat
and back-yard water pumps.
Its blank windows stare
onto fields where cotton once grew
tall and green; where stinging dirt clods
flew from our brother’s straight arm,
whose aim my sister and I could never match.
Its closed face once laughed
at red noses, dust-crusted necks, muscles
tightening under skin worn waxed-paper thin
by twelve-hour days under burning skies
and the bitter taste of ashes
blown in by a greedy little weevil.
Our minds hung heavy
with hard-packed dirt and skimpy crops
as our hoes wielded strength and hope,
our toil fueled by dreams
of emerald fields and rain-kissed rows;
our memories ripe with younger days
when we swam in creeks, bucketed
minnows, and climbed trees
in search of possum grapes.
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My Burning Bushes
Billy Adams

God often uses what we see to communicate with us. Some notable examples are Moses and the
“burning bush,” Hosea’s “potter and wheel,” and the “basket of summer fruit.” This usually startles us,
which is surprising because we use word pictures to communicate with each other. My first visual
encounter occurred when I was fifteen.
As an avid reader, I read whatever I could get my hands on. About the only leisure time I had
was Sunday afternoon. I was able to borrow books from a schoolteacher who lived nearby and read a
great deal. I tried to read a large Bible that we displayed on a table in the living room. It must have been
the original King James Version, because I couldn’t understand it at all. My mother used it to record
weddings, births, and deaths in the family.
I had four younger brothers and a sister. They seemed to delight in annoying me when I was
reading. We had several half-wild cats which my younger brother, Kenneth, would throw on me
whenever he found me absorbed in a book. To escape, I found a spot on the hillside overlooking our
fields. This became my “private place.” I often escaped there to read and dream of better days. The
hillside, like most hills in that area, was covered with scrub oak, pine trees, and buckeye bushes.
One Sunday afternoon, in my hideout, I sat on the ground, leaning against a tree, reading. For
some reason, I looked up, and the hillside before me transformed into a garden spot. I couldn’t believe
my eyes.
I walked down into the fields, and the hillside looked the same from there. I walked around for
the rest of the afternoon looking and marveling at the sight. I didn’t own a camera, so no thought was
given to recording the scene. As I learned later, film would not have recorded the vision.
I became aware that God was communicating with me, but there was no “Voice from Heaven”—
just what I saw. It was years later before I began to understand the events of that day.
My mother called, and I hurried home to eat. Later, I revisited the same spot, but it looked
completely normal. Any time I am in the area, I go back and look at that hillside, but it always looks like
what it is—a hillside covered with scrub oak, pine trees, and buckeye bushes.
The next year, we moved to another house on the “main road” with much better farmland. I lived
there, with my family, until 1951, when I left for a stint in the Air Force.
When I was nineteen, the Korean War was in full swing and my draft status was 1-A. Kenneth,
now old enough to take the lead in the farm operation, seemed better suited for farming than I. I tried to
find employment, to no avail. In addition to there being few available jobs, my draft status caused
employers to refuse to hire me. In November 1951, I decided to enlist in the United States Air Force,
influenced partly by two of my uncles who served in the Army Air Corps during World War II. I took
my physical on the nineteenth of November and reported the next day for transport to an air base in Little
Rock, Arkansas, where I was sworn in.
As I drove home that afternoon, going west into the sunset, a deep sadness came over me. I knew
that I was leaving the place of my birth and family forever, never to return to that life again. Even now in
autumn when I am driving into the sunset, that emotion, hidden deep in my subconscious mind, surfaces
and I feel the same sadness again. It usually takes me some time to become aware of what is happening
and start looking at “today.” For yesterday is but a fleeting memory, tomorrow is only a promise, today is
all that we have, and I must live my life in the here and now.
In 1953, when I was stationed at my duty base in Great Falls AFB in Montana, my spiritual
condition was in the skeptical stage. I had met my future wife, Faye, and she was giving direction and
purpose to my life, which had been in the drifting mode. We were planning and looking forward to our
marriage. Faye was deeply involved in her home church and had a deep, abiding faith, which influenced
me even though we never discussed the matter.
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One day, in my usual routine of riding the bus to my duty station, I was sitting alone not thinking
about anything in particular when the bus stopped at a stop sign to allow cars to pass at a cross street.
I became suddenly aware that my thought process had been invaded. Some questions were being
asked. “What would have happened had the bus not stopped?” The logical conclusion was an accident,
with people injured. “Who made man with the capability to plan and organize his environment? Do you
see any other species that is capable of the same thing? Who do you think made all of what you see?”
The inescapable conclusion was that there was a Supreme Being and that He was speaking to me.
My eyes were opened, and I was able to see things as God sees them. I do not recall any words of
invitation on my part, but as soon as I recognized the sovereignty of God, an exchange occurred and the
Voice moved in and has never left. This all occurred in an instant of time. Some people like to call Him
the still, small voice. In my life, His voice is big and loud.
My friends would call that moment my salvation experience. Some detractors have suggested
indigestion. I believe that God sought and found me, picked me up, and placed me into his family. I have
been there ever since. I will remain there forever.
I do not think I will ever find the right words to convey the account accurately. Perhaps I have
come nearer this time. I found out later that my future wife was meeting each week with her church
family and praying for me, by name, each Wednesday evening. I firmly believe that God simply
answered her prayers.
In 1970, I was employed as an engineer at McDonnell aircraft, and was also serving as the pastor
of my first church. The church was located on Highway 54 between Louisiana and Bowling Green,
Missouri. We had four kids, and each Sunday we loaded up, drove there and stayed all day, came back
late Sunday evening. I rose early Monday morning and went to work, and my wife got the kids ready and
sent them to school.
My desk at work was on the second floor next to a window. A large pine tree stood outside
whose top ended in the middle of the window. For some reason I looked out the window. A cardinal sat
in the pine tree picking seeds out of a pinecone. As I watched, the scene was suddenly transformed.
Memories of that experience on the hillside, when I was fifteen, came flooding back. But this time God
was speaking to me, explaining that He was allowing me to see through His eyes. I watched with
fascination. After a while, God instructed me to start looking at the people around me with whom I
worked each day. I was startled to see how different they looked. I could easily tell the “saints” from the
“sinners.” I could, however, see that God still looked at each one and saw the promise inherent in the life
of that person.
I gained many new insights about people. The experience changed my way of looking and
dealing with people forever.
This “seeing through God’s eye” lasted until I went to sleep that night. I doubt that I have
described this event accurately. I can only hope that I have conveyed some of my feelings and the effect
that this experience had on my life. For that short period of time I was able to “love my neighbor as
myself.”
Some years later, I became the pastor of a small church in Ballwin, Missouri. While we were
there, the church experienced rapid growth, we built a new building, and my family sold our home in
north St. Louis County and built a new one near the church. My kids grew up there and moved out on
their own to start their families.
After six years, I decided that I should resign and move on. The church did not agree and asked
me to take a month off and reconsider. When the month was up, I still felt that I should leave. I still lived
near the church and could not help notice that the church struggled. They went through two pastors in
about two years. The attendance dropped until they were back at the same level as they had been when
we first served there. New housing developments were being built around the church at a rapid pace, but
the church was not reaching the new people. I thought about this a great deal.
The church owned wooded property. To reduce the fire hazard, they encouraged residents of the
community to cut dead trees for firewood. We had a fireplace, and I often went into the woods behind the
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house to cut firewood. One day, standing on the hill above the church, I looked down at the valley below.
What a shame that they can’t reach new people moving into the community!
Suddenly, the scene before me changed. Instead of a small worship center and education facility,
I saw a facility of four large buildings. God spoke quite clearly and said, “This is what I have in mind for
this church. It will not happen in your lifetime, but I wanted you to see it.”
I have tried to share some of my “Burning Bushes.” This has been difficult for me to write and
has caused me to rethink about my relationship with God. I hope I have been able to involve the reader in
my walk with God.
I do not have any idea why these events happened. I only know that God used these events to
change the direction of my life. This new direction has been, and still is, an exciting adventure with
continuing new revelations.
The events which I have described are difficult for us to understand, because we are a people
bound by the rules of time and space. Someday, in all our lives, those rules will be removed, and the
word “forever” will take on an entirely new meaning.
A deacon at the last church I pastored believed that God did not speak to man outside the Bible,
and more specifically, a specific version of the Bible. He also believed that all supernatural events ceased
after the Bible was written. We discussed this many times, and I began to realize that he was a control
freak and felt threatened by anything he did not control. By sealing God in his Bible, he was in control.
Many of us put God in our denominational boxes. Anything outside that parameter is viewed with
suspicion. God can operate in any way He chooses. It is about time we accept that. After all, if we can
restrict Him by what we believe, then He isn’t God at all and our worship is a farce.
I once thought that everyone had these experiences. But as I began to share them, I was amazed
to find out that encounters like this are rare. Some have suggested that I must be something special. The
truth is I am stubborn, want to do my “own thing.” I suspect this was the only way that God could get my
attention.
From these events in my life, I have come to believe that the Garden of Eden is still here but we
can’t see it because the “flaming swords” are in our minds.
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Book Review
Jessica Wohlschlaeger

Patty Kirk. The Gospel of Christmas: Reflections for Advent. Downers Grove, IL:
InterVarsity Press, 2012. 164 pages, $10.50
Christmas is a magical season when everyone is swept into the excitement of snow, presents,
lights, and other family traditions. While people can focus on how commercialized the Christmas season
has become, this time of year continues to deeply burrow into the heart of society. For those who are
Christians, they not only anticipate all the traditional Christmas fun, but they also celebrate the birth of
Jesus, the Messiah who came to save the world. While many works have explored these concepts before,
Patty Kirk’s book The Gospel of Christmas: Reflections for Advent breathes new life into the traditional
Christmas season. Through her writing style and content, Kirk reminds the audience about the joys of the
birth of the Savior at Christmas.
Kirk’s writing style is warm and inviting. When people read through the pages, they are
transported to a personal conversation with Kirk as if they are a close friend sharing intimate secrets over
coffee. Her open and honest tone creates a personal connection with Kirk as many times she openly
admits to ideas that others would hesitate revealing for fear of condemnation. However, her ability to
truthfully share these opinions and experiences creates a unique bond where the readers feel safe to
introspectively question their own ideas about Christ and Christmas. For example, Kirk admits, “I know
we’re supposed to get happy about the crucifixion…the resurrection has never filled me with the elation I
experience when I consider the incarnation of God himself as a human baby” (19-20), and then later when
speaking about marriage, she honestly explains, “I got so caught up in the details of our [marriage]…that
I no longer paid much attention to the real events of my life, no longer pondered their meaning or
treasured them up in my heart” (52). These types of honest revelations permeate the book, so the
audience is exposed to Kirk’s inner soul, which allows them to experience her journey from childhood
faith to atheism and a return to Christ. Even if readers do not experience the same misgivings as Kirk, her
unflinching willingness to expose them and divulge how she reconciles the hushed questions that every
person ponders sometime is reassuring.
While the writing style engages the audience, the content captures their attention. Kirk
transforms the traditional stories of Christmas into a more personalized point of view that allows the
audience to experience the amazing faith of each person involved in Christ’s birth. For example, Kirk
considers Joseph’s perspective and points to his incredible faith. His wife pregnant by God? Her older
cousin pregnant too? (60-62). Kirk believes that Joseph must have thought that “this brand of craziness
runs in Mary’s family. The cousin’s husband…is so embarrassed about the whole thing…that he hasn’t
said a word since” (62). This humor infused with realistic concerns allows the audience to uniquely
experience the Christmas story.
With The Gospel of Christmas: Reflections for Advent, the audience discovers a unique
perspective on the Christmas story and the anticipation that surrounds Advent. This insight is refreshing
as within our current society, people can easily become cynical during this time of year because
December and November are juxtaposed with both thankfulness and selfishness. One day people are
trampling each other to grab the hottest item in stores or snatching products from other’s hands in order
attain that “perfect” gift for a loved one. Then later, they rejoice at the blessings of their family and
friendship. Kirk gently reminds us of the childlike wonder that Christmas still holds for all people. If we
can remember and experience Christ’s birth with awe, we will understand and know that Christmas is
more than just a holiday.
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“Divine Discontent”: Foucault, Derrida, and the American Gospel
of Positive Thinking
Timothy Sedore
Regular preaching and a seminary education in pastoral ministry have led me to consider the
ways in which “language is sermonic,” as Richard Weaver declares.1 The idea that language has such
import did not come readily. Preaching and seminary came along at mid-life. It came after my doctoral
work in English and in the midst of a career teaching college English. It came in the wake of studying
literary theorists who are decidedly skeptical of the value of language—who categorically reject the idea
that “one can know whether language can refer to any kind of extra-linguistic reality.”2 Stanley Fish
(1938-) is one. Michel Foucault (1926–1984) and Jacques Derrida (1930-2004) are among the others.
For Foucault, there is an unbridgeable gulf between words and what words refer to: there is the
conviction that there is a fatally flawed ability to discern objective truth beyond one’s own social
constructs. At the heart of humanity, as Gary Gutting summarizes Foucault’s work, is “his finitude: the
fact that, as described by the modern empirical sciences, he is limited by the various historical forces
(organic, economic, linguistic) operating on him.”3 Also skeptical of meaning beyond one’s self is
Stanley Fish, who declares that a “reader’s response [to a text] is not to the meaning; it is the meaning.”4
Of similar skepticism and conviction is Jacques Derrida, who defines deconstruction in terms of the idea
that “any given text has irreconcilably contradictory meanings, rather than being a unified, logical
whole.”5 Words lack import and substance, J. Hillis Miller explains, observing that deconstruction “is not
a dismantling of the structure of a text, but a demonstration that it has already dismantled itself. Its
apparently solid ground is no rock but thin air.”6
These are persuasive figures; they have a respected place among theorists, but preaching forced
me to an alternative view. By claiming that language is sermonic, rhetorician Richard Weaver, a kind of
anti-modernist contrarian, concludes, “We are all of us preachers in public or private capacities. We have
no soon uttered words than we have given impulse to other people to look at the world, or some small part
of it, in our way. Thus caught up in a great web of inter-communication and inter-influence, we speak as
rhetoricians affecting one another for good or ill.”7
How does one reconcile these ways of looking at the world? They have common ground, I
daresay, with the life and rhetoric of Norman Vincent Peale. Peale (1898-1993) was proud to be called
“God’s Salesman.”8 In the course of a life that spanned the twentieth century, he propagated a populist
message of “positive thinking” by dint of the innovative use of emerging mass media—newspapers at
their peak of influence, radio and film at a nascent stage, and television during its rise to a place as a
dominant medium.
Peale was senior minister at Marble Collegiate Church in New York City for fifty-two years,
from 1932 to 1984. There, for decade after decade, he preached a message of what he called practical
Christianity, but which came to be known best as the “power of positive thinking,” after his bestselling
book of the same name. He was immensely successful as a popular writer and speaker. Peale was the
author of 46 books. His most popular book, The Power of Positive Thinking (1952), has sold more than
20 million copies in 41 languages, and it remains in print. His weekly radio program, "The Art of
Living," was broadcast for over fifty-four years. At one point, his weekly sermons had a subscriber list of
750,000. His life was the subject of a 1964 movie titled One Man’s Way.9
Peale was a twentieth-century man—like Foucault, et al.—but he used nineteenth-century ideals
and methods in a twentieth-century media setting. Peale integrated the revivalist methods of the
nineteenth-century evangelist Charles G. Finney with the American Renaissance ideals articulated by
Walt Whitman, Ralph Waldo Emerson, and Henry David Thoreau.10 He incorporated the New England
transcendentalism of Thoreau’s Walden; Or, Life in the Woods (1854), with its concept of faith as a
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[Fig. 1. Statue of Norman Vincent Peale outside the Marble Collegiate Church, Fifth Avenue and 29th
Street, New York, NY. (Gift of the family. The sculptor is John M. Soderberg.)]

psychological faculty that expresses a profound self-confidence in the ability of men and women to
triumph against all obstacles.11 He consciously evolved a kind of pragmatic popular psychology that he
drew from William James’s Varieties of Religious Experience.
Peale distilled these diverse elements into a central evangelical message of positive thinking that
was widely recognized for its simplicity and broad appeal. His style was sermonic: it was focused, clear,
propositional, and declarative. His theology was decidedly eclectic: it was “uncreedal and unsystematic,”
in the judgment of historian Carol V. R. George, but his synthesis of evangelicalism, metaphysical
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spirituality, and notions of the American dream resonated with the cultural currents of the twentieth
century.12 This, coupled with his use of new technologies to communicate his message, influenced such
American twentieth-century populist leaders as Billy Graham, Kathryn Kuhlman, Oral Roberts, Robert
Schuller, Jimmy Swaggert, Jerry Falwell, Pat Robertson, and, in the twenty-first century, Joel Osteen,
Deepak Chopra, and Joyce Meyer.13
There was, at the same time, a deeper level of complexity to Peale. Although he affected a
genial, off-handed style in his public discourse, a different drama can be discerned in the facet of Peale’s
character that was often gloomy, discontented, and lacked peace of mind. There are storms behind
storms, as Melville describes in his poem “The Gathering Storm”—arguably a divine discontent, as Peale
puts it.14 The Peale children remembered their father with affection but also as "a cyclone tearing the
sky.” Historian Carol V. R. George observes that he was “acutely sensitive to the reality of darkness and
tragedy,” that he was “persistently conflicted by the experiences of hope and despair in the human
condition.”15
There is no irony in this apparent paradox. Peale was only one generation removed from the
Transcendentalists, and the Transcendentalist devotion to liminal experiences—“twilight, melancholy,
premonitions”—was regarded as an avenue to illumination and self-fulfillment; they were
“intensifications of knowledge” that facilitated greater insights. Although he was not part of this
tradition, Abraham Lincoln’s noted melancholy was regarded as an attractive quality and part of his
charisma.16 It was not a failing but an attribute.
Peale, it seems, embodied this drama and overcame it publicly. He did so rhetorically, by dint of
words; he preached from his doubts. Peale was not a deconstructionist; he was not an existentialist. He
lived out the dictum that John Wesley learned as a young man when he was advised to preach until you
have faith, to preach until you believe.17 Like Foucault, he recognized finitude, but unlike Foucault he
strove to transcend it. To judge by his most famous book, he looked within himself, found faith and hope,
and declared it for the benefit of others to do likewise. The Power of Positive Thinking remains his bestknown book and is the one that secured Peale’s fame. The book begins with an assertive, even intrusive
declaration:
Believe in yourself! Have faith in your abilities! Without a humble but reasonable
confidence in your own powers you cannot be successful or happy. But with sound selfconfidence you can succeed. A sense of inferiority and inadequacy interferes with the
attainment of your hopes, but self-confidence leads to self-realization and successful
achievement. Because of the importance of this mental attitude, this book will help you
believe in yourself and release your inner powers.18
His message is simple—arguably simplistic—but its unadorned exhortation was enormously effective. Its
frank ambition is very American. Peale trained as a journalist in college and worked in newspapers
before attending seminary. He eschewed aesthetic affectations, but one might compare the blunt rhetoric
force of this opening passage to the assertiveness of Moby Dick, with its ambiguously egotistic opening
sentence—“Call me Ishmael.”19 There are manifest parallels to Walt Whitman’s “Song of Myself,” with
its unambiguous but beguilingly lyrical self-celebration—“I celebrate myself, and sing myself. . . .”20
I am old enough to have seen Peale’s preaching in his later days. On Sunday mornings when he
was scheduled to preach, lines of people waiting to get into the Marble Collegiate Church would extend
around the block. There were many occasions when I stood in those lines.
There was much to see; there was much to experience. Physically, Peale was a small,
unimpressive figure. By himself, he would be inconspicuous. As it was, however, he had the most
prominent place in the pulpit of a 600-seat sanctuary. As the associate ministers around him led the
worship service up to the sermon, he seemed unstirred, unmoved, almost disengaged, disinterested or
distracted. When he rose to preach, however, something erupted from him, enlivened him, and enlivened
and stirred his congregation as well. There was about him a sheer will and drive to communicate, much
as great singers or actors find a release and catharsis when they are on stage. In the pulpit, at least, he
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exuded a sense of confidence and self-assurance that was as much a testimony to the power of his
message as the content of the words he spoke. Peale’s message was down to earth, ordinary, but it was
manifestly clear that he delivered each word with deliberation and individual focus. The physical
articulation of each word was not only clear and precise, he spoke as if he evaluated each word’s power
and purpose as it left him—as if he were invested in each word, and quite as if he and his audience were
united in the presence of something beyond them to which the sermon’s words were leading them.
Doubt drove Peale, by his own admission. The words fulfilled him—at least in the moment, at
least in the pulpit. Was he successful? Yes and no. In 1984, Peale received the Presidential Medal of
Freedom “for his contributions to theology.” Notwithstanding his apparent status as a “minister to
millions,” Peale was sharply criticized, even condemned, by clergy and theologians. The eminent
theologian Reinhold Niebuhr, for example, lamented the “cult” of Dr. Peale and directed particular ire at
Peale’s fundamental “egocentricity.” 21 Peale’s message is not even Christian, Niebuhr observed.
Christianity, he declared, “stresses the idea that man tends to think more of himself than he should and
that there can be no real meeting with God, except through repentance and the confession of sin.” Peale’s
cult “puts self instead of the cross at the center of the picture.”22
I agree. The pieces never quite fit. Peale preached an American Gospel, but it was not a biblical
gospel. It was not Christian. It was powerful; it was hopeful; it was inspiring. Peale was capable of
conveying profound hope by dint of simple sermonic images. But it was not Christian, as Niebuhr
observes. Instead, Peale’s life and ministry manifest a resonance with an American ideal of the pursuit of
fulfillment, with AnaLouise Keating’s description of an archetypal American exceptionalist ideology: a
“highly celebrated belief in a radically independent . . . ‘American’ self [that] has, to a great degree,
shaped the ways we see ourselves and our world.”23 Moreover, his life, ministry, and message are
consonant with Sacvan Bercovitch’s interpretation of the national destiny of America as a “venture in
exegesis.”24 The claim is sweeping and contentious, but the “venture in exegesis” is consonant with
secular and theological descriptions of the American experience. Literary critic Langdon Elsbree, for
example, describes an American rhetoric of self-fulfillment that belies a yearning for transcendence—an
unfulfillable “pursuit of consummation,” as he puts it, that is a dominant ritual action in the American
story.”25
This brings me back to Foucault and Derrida.
In a provocative study of the German theologian Dietrich Bonhoeffer (1905-1944), American
critic Charles Marsh finds occasion to observe a fundamental disenchantment among Bonhoeffer’s
contemporaries Foucault and Derrida. Marsh discerns an underlying longing in their seemingly
dispassionate analyses. There is about Foucault and Derrida something of a lamentation: they are
“incurably religious,” as Cicero might frame it, if only to the degree that they are incurably tied to
language and the rituals of language. The loss of faith in language that they profess by dint of language is
accompanied by a “loss of infinite openness”—a “radical finitude,” he notes. With this, they betray “a
longing for overriding identity,” Marsh concludes.26
Perhaps. I am persuaded that doubt is the common bond between Peale, Derrida and Foucault.
Bonhoeffer, the German Lutheran pastor, found identity in the cross. Derrida and Foucault found
certitude in skepticism. Peale, it might be said, took his doubts a step further. For fifty-two years, he
roused himself to doubt his doubts and venture forth on the word into the temporal air of communion that
sometimes stands suspended like incense between preacher and congregants. Peale, the quintessentially
American pastor, found answers in an unconsummatible pursuit of fulfillment.
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[Fig. 2. West 29th Street at Fifth Avenue was named Norman Vincent Peale Way in 1990,
in honor of Peale’s 52-year ministry at Marble Collegiate Church.]
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_________________________________________

On Writing
Creatively

見るところ花にあらずと云ふことなし、
思ふところ月にあらずと云ふことなし。
Miru tokoro hana ni arazu to iu koto nashi,
omou tokoro tsuki ni arazu to iu koto nashi
There is nothing you can see that is not a flower;
There is nothing you can think that is not the moon.
—Matsuo Basho (1644-94). Translated from the Japanese by Reginald Horace Blyth
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You Too Can Write Poetry: Naani and List Poems
John J. Han

Introduction
Some students are afraid to write poetry, mistakenly thinking that it is written by only certain
people—those who have a special talent. Certainly, poetic language is different from prosaic language,
and poetry appeals to the reader by means of images, symbols, and creative arrangements of lines. Poets
are also more mindful of the way words sound than prose writers are. Regardless, anyone who can speak
and write can write a poem with some training—by taking a creative writing course, by attending poetry
workshops, or by reading primers on poetry writing. After all, like other genres, poetry is a form of selfexpression.
Perhaps the fear of writing poetry results from negative experiences in English classes in which
students are taught how to “analyze” a poem—as if it were a frog to be dissected—or how to develop an
answer that most pleases the teacher, who supposedly knows what the poem means. In reality, a poem
can mean different things to different readers; the same poem can elicit starkly different but equally valid
interpretations. A poet’s own comment on his or her poem is not always helpful; in some cases, readers
may be able to explicate a poem in a more informed way than the poet himself or herself.
As a faculty liaison for Missouri Baptist University’s dual credit program, EXCEL, I visit several
high schools in eastern and central Missouri twice a year to observe English classes. Before my on-site
visits, some teachers ask me—and I gladly agree—to give a lecture or workshop in their classes. This
essay is based on my poetry workshop delivered at Mrs. Stephanie Kramme’s ENGL 123 English
Composition II class at John F. Hodge High School, St. James, on December 4, 2014. During my
presentation, students learn two simple poetic forms, compose poems on the spot, share them with their
classmates, and have the pleasure of getting published in Fireflies’ Light: A Chapbook of Short Poems,
the university’s in-house publication edited by me.
When choosing poetic forms for a workshop, I avoid free verse, which is one of the most difficult
forms to master. Instead, I choose short forms with minimally restrictive rules so that students can keep a
set of basic rules but use their freedom as much as possible. Shot Glass Journal’s glossary of short poetic
forms includes fifty-three forms from Alexandroid to Zen poetry (“Glossary”). Indeed, there are
hundreds of poetic types from around the world from which to choose. Students do not have to write a
sonnet or a villanelle, both of which have complex, time-consuming rules, to be called a poet.

Workshop Objectives
In leading a poetry workshop, I have four objectives in mind. Upon completion of the workshop
session, my students will
1. understand the concept of a syllable.
2. understand the characteristics of poetic language.
3. develop effective prose writing skills through verse writing exercises.
4. express themselves through verse writing.
First, learning to count syllables is essential for writing syllabic verse. Traditional Western forms
such as sonnet, villanelle, and limerick require a certain number of syllables for each line. Non-Western
forms do not use “syllables,” yet they still use the equivalents of syllables. For example, traditional
Japanese poetic forms—tanka, haiku, etc.—use “sound units” (on); in the English-speaking world, tanka
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and haiku poets go by English “syllables” when they write Japanese-style poems. (Syllables are not the
same as sound units, yet there is no other way to measure the length of each line, hence the use of
“syllables” in English-language tanka and haiku.)
Second, poetic language differs from prose in several ways. In his book Three Genres, Stephen
Minot identifies five features of poetry: “concern for the line as opposed to the sentence, greater attention
to the sound of language, development of rhythms, a heightened use of images, and a tendency to create
density by implying far more than is stated directly” (1; bold faces and italics in the original). One thing
to note is that the concept of “poetic language” is largely a product of Western aesthetics. For instance,
metaphor, simile, and personification are almost essential to poetry writing in the West. In Eastern forms
such as tanka and haiku, however, figures of speech are considered unnatural and insincere, and thus they
are generally avoided.1
Third, my poetry workshop is designed to teach students poetic skills that are applicable to their
prose writing. The boundary between poetry and prose is blurry; many poetic skills are usable in prose
writing, and vice versa. The emergence of prose poetry is a testament to the kinship between the two
forms of writing. Gustav Flaubert, Willa Cather, John Steinbeck, and many other novelists are known for
the poetic qualities in their works. As Peter Elbow rightly notes in Writing with Power, creative writing
and expository writing are complementary: “[A] good essay or biography requires just as much creativity
as a good poem; and […] a good poem requires just as much truth as a good essay” (11).
Finally, my students learn to express themselves freely through poetry writing. Unlike expository
essays, which entail numerous rules, poetry allows for freedom in structure, grammar, and usage. With
the exception of formulaic poems, the structure of a poem is largely dependent on the poet’s taste. A
traditional haiku, for example, was required to have 5-7-5 syllables; professional haiku poets today
disregard this rule, instead using 10-12 syllables altogether in (mostly) three lines. Also, comma splices,
run-on sentences, and sentence fragments—all of which are red flags in academic writing—are generally
forgiven in poetry. In short, poetry writing empowers the poet.

Plunging into Poetry: Naani and List Poetry
Naani
Shot Glass Journal explains naani as one of the Indian popular Telugu poems that consists of 2025 syllables written in four lines. A naani poem can be about any subject, but it generally “depends upon
human relations and current statements” (“Glossary”). Dr. N. Gopi, an eminent Telugu poet in India,
invented the form.2 Several websites show examples of naani poetry. Below is a poem by Jean Elizabeth
Ward:
Midnight
My days may be hot,
my nights may be cold,
but I still have the blessing…
of growing old. (Ward)
Ward’s poem consists of four lines and has a total of twenty-one syllables.
The next poem developed out of a humorous haiku I wrote a couple of years ago. It describes the
contrasting movements of two squirrels—one old (“olde”) and the other young (“yong”)—in a summer
park where a Shakespearean play was being performed:
Shakespeare
on the midsummer green—
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ye olde squirrel climbs down an oak
ye yong one climbs up the tree
The poem has twenty-four syllables. (The archaic word olde has two syllables [old-ee].) Unlike Ward’s
poem, mine is not titled. Considering short single poems such as a tanka (traditionally five lines) and a
haiku (traditionally three lines) do not use a title, I prefer not to entitle a naani poem.
After presenting a couple of examples to class, I invite students to compose two naani poems of
their own within five minutes. Below are the directions:
1. Choose any topics for your poems.
2. You may choose to use a brief title.
3. Capitalization and punctuation marks are optional. However, use them only if they
are absolutely necessary.
After some false starts, most students easily compose two poems. I collect the poems and then read them
(or invite the poets to read their works) orally in class. It is a delightful time for all of us. As they hear
the impromptus, students typically laugh, giggle, or groan depending on the poem. (Many poems by high
school students can be classified as “giggle poetry.”) Reading aloud also provides an opportunity to peek
into students’ personal lives—their extracurricular activities, their interests, their aspirations, their
struggles, and their frustrations. Below are six poems selected for their cleverness or for their selfrevealing power:
Stars
Sitting amongst the trees
Looking up at the sky
Nothing else matters
There’s only you & I
—Mason Ragland
Unfulfilled Heart
My heart searching
I need someone I can love
Caught up in material things
but those aren’t enough
—Jacob Money
Wrestling
Wrestling meet today
little food or drink
hunger builds desire
desire builds champions
—Danny McCarthy
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The Quiet Room
The class is silent
deep in their thoughts
their pens move swiftly
their ideas come to life
—Tejash Patel
School
Eight hours we learn a day
And play games
The end is so close
yet not here soon enough
—Caitlyn Gorman
Joshua Moses
Only here to annoy
Sitting behind my desk
At least he brings mints
We’re unlikely friends
—Bethany Hawkins
The first poem, “Stars,” flows well; in particular, the last line provides a pleasant surprise. “Unfulfilled
Heart” expresses the poet’s agreeable view that things in this world lack meaning without love. I like the
structure of the poem “Wrestling”: a phrase, a phrase, a sentence, and a sentence—the kind of structure
that could be used, with some modification, in a tanka. The last two lines are rhythmical and thus delight
the ear. “The Quiet Room” is a poem about poetry writing. The poet found writing material from the
class activity he was involved in; this work shows that anything can be a topic for poetry. Next, every
semester I encounter at least one poem like “School” in a high school poetry workshop. Seniors seem
eager to graduate, go to college, and have some more freedom. Finally, “Joshua Moses” reflects the
poet’s grudging appreciation for the classmate sitting behind her, which makes the reader smile.
List Poetry
After composing and reading the naani poems, it is time to move on to list poetry. Bruce
Lansky’s article “How to Write a ‘What Bugs Me’ List Poem” serves as useful teaching material. Lansky
states, “A list poem is one of the easiest kinds of poems to write because it doesn’t require either rhythm
or rhyme. But that doesn’t mean you should write down anything helter skelter.” Then, he lists elements
that make a list poem a successful art:
1. The writer is telling you something—pointing something out—saying, “Look at this”
or, “Think about this.”
2. There’s a beginning and an end to it, like in a story.
3. Each item in the list is written the same way.
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Below is a list poem Lansky provides as an example:
What Bugs Me
When my teacher tells me to write a poem.
When my mother tells me to clean up my room.
When my sister practices her violin while I’m watching TV.
When my father tells me to turn off the TV and do my homework.
When my brother picks a fight with me and I have to go to bed early.
When my teacher asks me to get up in front of the class and read the poem I
wrote on the school bus this morning. (Lansky)
After discussing Lansky’s article, I invite my students to write a list poem of ten lines on any
subject. A brief title is mandatory, but capitalization and punctuation marks are optional. For the sake of
students’ convenience, I suggest the following structure of list poetry:
Title
Line 1 What’s on/at/in the __________? (Name the place.)
Line 2 (Name and describe item #1)
Line 3 (Name and describe item #2)
Line 4 (Name and describe item #3)
Line 5 (Name and describe item #4)
Line 6 (Name and describe item #5)
Line 7 (Name and describe item #6)
Line 8 (Name and describe item #7)
Line 9 (Name and describe item #8)
Line 10 (A clincher/twist/surprise here!)
Below are five list poems selected from the workshop session:
A Messy Desk
What’s on my desk?
Two pairs of headphones
Five pens and pencils
One set of keys
Seven envelopes of college mail
One cell phone
Six gum wrappers
Two Xbox Controllers
Three dimes
My desk is very messy.
—Tejash Patel
What’s in My Car
What’s in my car?
Some old Applebee’s takeout
A giant umbrella
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My broken phone charger
Blank CDs
Two pairs of boots
Three lost hoodies
Dance shoes
A pile of pencils
Maybe I should clean out my car.
—Bethany Hawkins
What’s in the Old Box
What’s in the old box in the garage?
Old pictures for new laughs
Books that won’t open again
Old clothes to be used as rags
A Walkman and his tapes
Watches that no longer tell time
Videos of recorded movies
Plenty of gloves for work
A ruined diary with no emotion
Some homework from way back when my hamster ran away.
—Ed Prenavo

My Backpack
What’s in my backpack?
Thirteen gum wrappers
Two pop tarts
An old water bottle
All of my unfinished homework
Three textbooks I never use
A five-dollar bill
And I was only looking for
a pencil.
—Sarah Rankin

Room of Memories
I look in my room and see clutter
But closer
I see memories
A photo of my father and me, faces filled with joy
My paintball gun, which is fun, but is not a toy
Old jerseys with my number, probably now too small
An old pair of baseball cleats, a sport I don’t miss at all
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Then I see my football helmet, stickers fill it up
Pictures of the sport I love, one of when I score.
These remind me of the game that I get to play no more….
—Jacob Money
“A Messy Desk” and “What’s in My Car” help us understand some aspects of each poet’s daily life.
Humorous, self-deprecating works, they should be relatable to the parents who have noticed their high
school-age children’s untidy room or car. “What’s in the Old Box” is a nostalgic poem about the
memories the listed items bring back to the poet. “My Backpack” is another “clutter” poem but, unlike
“A Messy Desk” and “What’s in My Car,” it catalogues what the poet finds in her backpack. The last two
lines, “And I was only looking for / a pencil,” end the poem with a clever twist. Finally, “Room of
Memories” is similar to “What’s in the Old Box” in its nostalgic tone. As they prepare to go to college,
many high school seniors should feel the same way about some of the nearly forgotten items in their lives.

Conclusion
Those who take college-credit courses in high school are highly motivated students, yet they
sometimes become either stressed out or bored by their academic routines. My poetry workshop serves as
a welcome respite from those routines. Within thirty minutes, students learn two poetic forms through
which they express themselves and gain self-confidence as writers. Not all of them will become
professional poets, but, at every workshop, I am pleasantly surprised at the number of clever poems they
produce within a short period of time.
In my critique of the impromptus, I discuss only positive elements. Students had only a few
minutes to brainstorm and compose their poems, so they should feel rewarded for having written even a
few poetic lines. There is room for helpful, constructive critique on creative writing, yet I know that
uncharitable comments can leave a long-lasting scar on an emerging writer. Although I publish poems
and teach poetry writing, I do not consider myself a master of creative writing; as a poet, I undergo the
same struggles as my students. If creative writing teachers/professors were “masters” of creative writing,
they would sweep all prestigious literary awards, such as the Nobel Prize in Literature and the Pulitzer
Prize, which is not the case. Indeed, many top-notch writers and poets were college dropouts. American
Nobel Laureates Eugene O’Neill, William Faulkner, and John Steinbeck dropped out of college; another
Nobel Prize winner, Ernest Hemingway, never went to college. This shows that creative writing is
largely a matter of personal taste. Some general rules for creative writers exist, but there are many
exceptions as well.
Finally, poetry writing can be an effective prewriting strategy for prose writing. When students
write an essay, they are mindful of the structure, the kind of language they use, spelling, grammar,
mechanics, punctuation, and usage. In poetry writing, they do not worry much about all of them except
spelling, which can even be altered for stylistic effect (as in Lewis Carroll’s poetry or in Sonia Sanchez’s
haiku). As they write essay drafts, their poetic lines can be incorporated as they fit. My poetry workshop
serves as an effective tool for teaching how to express oneself in a creative way—a skill useful in prose
writing as much as poetry writing.3
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Notes
1

At a recent critique meeting, I presented the following senryu of mine for feedback (see p. 86 of this
issue of Cantos):
a neighbor’s lush lawn—
my irritation for him
keeps growing
A fellow poet at the meeting suggested that I replace the last line with “sprouts green,” because green
implies envy and my envy grows as my neighbor’s well-maintained grass grows. It was a clever
suggestion, I was tempted to accept it, but I decided to keep the original line. I liked the simplicity and
directness in the original version; there was already a word play in the poem—“lush lawn” and “keeps
growing”—as well.
2

Upon my request, Dr. Mary Vedamuthu, a native of India and Associate Professor of Chemistry at
Missouri Baptist University, graciously conducted research on Dr. N. Gopi. According to her, “Dr
N.Gopi was born in Nalgonda District of Andhra Pradesh, India, in 1950. He had a long and
distinguished career as a teacher. He was Professor of Telugu at the Osmania University and was the
Dean of Arts and Humanities of OU at the time of his retirement. He also served as the Vice Chancellor
of the Potti Sreeramulu Telugu University, Hyderabad…. He lives in Hyderabad.” Dr. Vedamuthu also
referred me to two websites related to Dr. Gopi:
http://ibnlive.in.com/news/its-a-wonderful-time-to-be-a-telugu-poet:-gopi/221875-60.html
(“[It’s] a Wonderful Time to Be a Telugu Poet: Gopi”)
http://www.thehindu.com/books/vemana-demystified/article3657419.ece
(“Vemana Demystified”)
3

It is also worth noting that, historically, some writers have combined prose and poetry in their writings.
Matsuo Basho’s (1644-94) Narrow Road to the Deep North is a travel journal written in both prose and
haiku. As Faye Adams demonstrates in her memoir of life in rural Arkansas (see pages 98-105 of this
issue of Cantos), some prose writers today also combine prose and poetry in a single piece of writing.
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I have always had trouble with my work.
—John Steinbeck
Writing, to me, is simply thinking through my fingers.
—Isaac Asimov
I come from a little island with the Caribbean Sea on one side and the Atlantic Ocean on the
other. I come from, really, nowhere, and for me, the fiction and the nonfiction, creative or
otherwise, all come from the same place.
—Jamaica Kincaid
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Phillip Howerton is an associate professor of English at Missouri State University-West Plains. He
holds a Ph.D. in American literature and in rhetoric and composition from the University of MissouriColumbia. His photographs, reviews, poems, and essays have appeared in various journals and reference
books, such as American History through Literature, Elder Mountain, The Hurricane Review, The
Journal of Kentucky Studies, Red Rock Review, River Oak Review, South Carolina Review, and Writers of
the American Renaissance.
Nora Jacks is ten years old and attends school in the Francis Howell School district in St. Charles
County, Missouri. She is a busy young artist. Her artwork is displayed on various refrigerators and walls
of her grandparents’ houses and at Starbucks Coffee in Manchester, Missouri. Her desire is “to have
people know my artwork.” Nora did the drawing first, and then her grandmother wrote the verse on page
58.
Terrie Jacks graduated from the University of Missouri with a B.S. in Education. She has taught school,
substituted, and currently volunteers as a tutor. She has lived in several different states and spent several
years in England. When her two sons were young, she made up stories to tell them. Now her
grandchildren give her inspirations for stories and poems. As for her credits, she has compiled a dozen
collections of poems and stories that she presented to her grandchildren for Christmases and
birthdays. Her poems have been published in Cantos, cattails, the MBU chapbook Fireflies’ Light: A
Chapbook of Short Poems, and the OASIS Journal; several stories have appeared in the MBU chapbooks
The Right Words: A Chapbook of Nonfiction and Flash: A Chapbook of Micro Fiction. Every month, she
illustrates three Korean folktales John Han writes for The Korean-American Journal.
Richard C. Keating, of Edwardsville, Illinois, was raised in northern Virginia and was educated at
Colgate University (B.A.) and at the University of Cincinnati (M.S. and Ph.D.). For most of his career,
he was professor of biological sciences at Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville. Since early
retirement, he has worked at the Missouri Botanical Garden as a research associate. His projects are
based on the study of microscopical structure of plants with respect to their ecological adaptations. He
has also had a longtime interest in landscape photography and has exhibited black and white silver prints
in several art shows, especially ArtEast in Edwardsville.
Janetta R. Lower is a freelance writer who lives by Stockton Lake, Missouri. Her poem “Mona’s Smile”
is an ekphrastic poem about Leonardo da Vinci’s painting, the Mona Lisa. Janetta writes short stories,
poetry, plays, novels, and novellas. She is currently working on a Christian young adult novel based on
the short story “The Little Match Girl,” by the Danish poet and author Hans Christian Andersen. Janetta
enjoys roaming on her Ozarkian farm, Ol’Sod and planting Big Boy sunflowers and heirloom
Brandywine tomatoes in her garden. Contact information: lower_janetta@hotmail.com.
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Bob McHeffey is an English teacher and a former basketball coach from Poway, California. He
workshops many of his poems through the students in his classes. His work has been seen in American
Poetry Journal, Abbey, and Long Story Short, among others. He is currently in the process of
rediscovering his lost works.
Teacher, poet, and dreamer, Roselyn Mathews grew up on a picturesque farm in southern Illinois. The
innate beauty of the rural setting of her childhood still strongly influences her writing. A former high
school English teacher, Roselyn considers herself a perpetual student of life. She founded the Heartland
Women’s Writers Guild in 1998 and co-authored the anthology, Orchids in the Cornfield. Roselyn was
awarded first place twice in the Southwestern Illinois College Poetry Contest, and received an Honorable
Mention in the Wednesday Club of St. Louis Original Poetry Contest. Her poetry has been published in
lipstik and the Tallahassee Writers Association Seven Hills Review.
Ben Moeller-Gaa has a writing degree from Knox College, is a contributing editor to River Styx literary
magazine, and is a member of the Haiku Society of America, the United Haiku and Tanka Society, and
the Haiku Foundation. His haiku, book reviews and essays have appeared in over thirty journals and
several anthologies spanning four continents, six countries, and four languages. Ben is the author of two
haiku chapbooks, Wasp Shadows and Blowing on a Hot Soup Spoon, from Folded Word Press and Poor
Metaphor Design, respectively. For more information on Ben and his work, please visit his web site at
www.benmoellergaa.com.
Melany Nitzsche studied English Literature at Webster University and the University of Missouri-St.
Louis. She is a long-time member of the Heartland Women’s Writers Guild and is co-author of the book
Orchids in the Cornfield. Her poetry has been accepted for publication in Amoskeag Journal.
Timothy S. Sedore is an ordained Baptist minister and serves as Professor of English at The City
University of New York, Bronx Community College, where he teaches composition, literature, and
religious rhetoric, and is involved in campus ministries. His B.A. in English and economics is from New
York University, his M.A. in English is from Arizona State University, his seminary degrees (an M.A.R.S.
completed and an M.Div. in progress) are from Liberty University, and his doctorate in English education
is from Columbia University. The Rev. Dr. Sedore’s book, An Illustrated Guide to Virginia’s
Confederate Monuments, was published in 2011 by the Southern Illinois University Press. His recent
yearlong academic sabbatical was devoted to a study of Tennessee Civil War monuments. That project is
now under contract with the University of Tennessee Press under the working title “Tennessee Civil War
Monuments—The Illustrated Field Guide.” Landscapes—physical, social, and spiritual—are a distinct
interest of Dr. Sedore, who also takes the measure of the American landscape as a runner, rower, and
cyclist.
Kaitlin Shanks lives in DeSoto, Missouri. She has three bratty cats. Her favorite series is Harry Potter,
and she hopes to write sci-fi or fantasy novels in the future.
Upon his retirement from Shawnee State University in Portsmouth, Ohio, Harding Stedler was named
the University’s first Professor Emeritus. Following retirement, he came to make Arkansas his retirement
home. Stedler has published over 1,000 original poems in over 300 literary journals. Of the published
number, the following poems received Pushcart nominations: “Six Dozen Flies to Make a Meal,”
“Through Aromas of Bubbling Yeast,” and “Poems from the Deep.” This is Stedler’s third year as Poetry
Editor of MauMag, a bimonthly magazine published in Central Arkansas.
Linda Tappmeyer is an assistant professor of English at Southwest Baptist University in Bolivar,
Missouri, where she teaches courses in composition, American literature, and Shakespeare. After
completing her B.A. in English from Southwest Baptist University, she earned an M.A. in English from
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Missouri State University and an M.A. in Reading Education from University of Missouri-Kansas City.
She and her husband, Mark, spent two memorable years teaching English in a national university in
China. A recent passion for kayaking has caused her two grown children to fear she is suffering from a
mid-life crisis.
At age twelve, Marcel Toussaint first published holiday cards he had designed. An award-winning
writer, he has published poetry in dozens of anthologies. Toussaint has read his poetry on NPR and has
been featured in major newspapers and magazines. He represented Saint Louis at the 2011 National
Veteran’s Creative Arts Festival in Fayetteville, Arkansas, with a reading/performance of Shadow under
the Bridge. The poem earned him a National Gold Medal. Remember Me Young, his first anthology, was
published in 1997, and his autobiography Poetry of a Lifetime was published in 2009. Toussaint’s first
novel, Terms of Interment, was published in 2011; further information can be found at
www.nacgpress.com. Reflective Reflection, a collection of poems, will be published in the near future.
Jessica Wohlschlaeger is an instructor of English at Missouri Baptist University in St. Louis, Missouri.
Originally from Effingham, Illinois, Jessica moved to St. Louis to pursue an English and Secondary
Education undergraduate degree at Missouri Baptist University. After graduation, she proceeded to a
graduate program at Southern Illinois University Edwardsville to pursue a master’s in American and
British Literature. After completing her degree, she and her husband moved back to St. Louis where she
has been employed full time at MBU for the last three years.
John Zheng’s haibun have appeared in literary magazines including Arkansas Review, Chrysanthemum,
Contemporary Haibun, Crab Orchard Review, Frogpond, Haibun Today, New World Writing, Poetry
East, Southern Quarterly, and Spillway. He teaches at Mississippi Valley State University, where he
serves as editor for three literary and scholarly journals, Valley Voices: A Literary Review, Journal of
Ethnic American Literature, and Poetry South. He is also the author of five poetry chapbooks and the
editor of The Other World of Richard Wright: Perspectives on His Haiku (University Press of
Mississippi, 2011) and African American Haiku: The Cultural Visions (University Press of Mississippi),
which is due out in 2015. He received the 2014 Literary Arts Fellowship for Poetry from the Mississippi
Arts Commission.
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Cantos
A Literary and Arts Journal
Submission Guidelines
Cantos, a journal published annually by Missouri Baptist University, welcomes submissions by writers
and visual artists. Send previously unpublished poems, short fiction, excerpts from a novel in progress,
and nonfiction as e-mail attachments (Microsoft Word format) to the editor, John J. Han, at
hanjn@mobap.edu by March 1. Send previously unpublished artwork, including haiga (illustrated haiku),
as an e-mail attachment to the editor, John J. Han, at hanjn7@gmail.com by the same date. We do not
accept hard-copy materials of any kind, and upon arrival, they will be recycled. Along with your work,
submit a 50-150 word author bio written in third person. The target date for publication is May 31.
Our review time is approximately one month; earlier submissions receive priority consideration. There is
no monetary compensation for contributors. Those who are selected for publication receive one
complimentary copy of the issue in which their work appears. The editorial team evaluates all
submissions for suitability, content, organization, structure, clarity, style, mechanics, and grammar. We
do not consider submissions that include profanity or foul language.
Poetry:
We welcome poems that pay attention to both form and content, that can appeal to a broad range of
educated readers, and that are neither inexplicable nor simplistic. Poems should consist of 40 or fewer
lines; limit up to five poems per submission. Indicate the form used in the poem parenthetically after the
title.
Prose:
We value submissions written in lucid, precise, and concise style. Prose works that contain a number of
grammatical and mechanical mistakes will not be considered. Place serial commas to separate all items in
a list (as in “poetry, short fiction, and nonfiction). Use curved quotes (curly quotes) for quotation marks
and apostrophes: Opening quotation marks should look like 66 (“), closing quotation marks should look
like 99 (”),opening apostrophes should look like 9 (’til), and apostrophes indicating the possessive case
should look like 9 (Emily’s, not Emily's). Periods and commas are placed inside quotation marks (“It is
very simple,” the goblin replied. “I can easily shrink my body and get inside the jar.”). Press the tab key
once for the first line of a new paragraph, and leave two (not one, not three) spaces between sentences.
We prefer MLA (Modern Language Association) style for citation.
Fiction and nonfiction should be fewer than 2,000 words each. We consider up to three works
from each author.
Essays for the section “On Writing Creatively” (2,500-5,000 words each) are normally written
by invitation. However, established writers and poets who wish to provide our readers with
creative writing tips are welcome to contact the editor before submission.
Visual Art:
We consider single images, picture essays, and haiga. Single images should be titled, and images used in
picture essays must be explained within the narrative. We prefer docx for drawings and jpeg for photos.
Currently, we are not seeking cover images.

